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Since the 1980s, the Greenland ice sheet has been losing ice mass at an in-

creased rate. Our current understanding of the complex physical processes

that control dynamic mass loss is incomplete and, therefore, leads to a wide

range of possible future contributions to sea level. Ice dynamics, or changes

due to changes in ice flux, is dominated by the behavior of fast-moving outlet

glaciers in Greenland. These glaciers are changing through melting of the ter-

minus face and/or calving of icebergs; the combination of these processes and

ice motion determines the position of a glacier terminus. In understanding

how and why outlet glacier termini change over time compared to external

forcing and internal glacier dynamics, we are able to move toward a better

understanding of marine-terminating glaciers. In this dissertation, I use ter-

minus traces to observe how and why marine-terminating glaciers change in

order to better understand the mechanisms behind these complex heteroge-

neous changes in Greenland. I develop the largest database of manually-traced
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marine-terminating glacier terminus data for use in scientific and machine

learning applications. These data have been collected, cleaned, assigned with

appropriate metadata, including image scenes, and compiled so that they can

be easily accessed by scientists. Then I use the location of the termini to iden-

tify features in the bed topography that inhibit the retreat of glaciers following

the onset of ocean warming and widespread glacier retreat in the late 1990s. I

find that the slope and lateral dimensions of bed features exhibit the strongest

correlation to retreat and that the shape of the bed features allows different

styles of terminus retreat, which may be indicative of how different ablation

mechanisms are distributed across termini. Finally, I produce a time series

of terminus morphological properties for four glaciers in western Greenland to

identify the characteristics that are indicative of calving processes with the

goal of categorizing glaciers by calving style. I find that a concave shape and

low sinuosity are present at glaciers that calve via buoyant flexure, while the

opposite is true at glaciers that are dominated by melt-induced calving via

serac failure. I also find that glaciers do not persistently fit into single calving

styles and may change over time. By studying how the terminus changes over

time compared to external forcing and internal glacier dynamics, we are able

to move toward a better understanding of marine-terminating glaciers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Background and motivation

Since the 1980s, the Greenland ice sheet has been losing ice mass at

an increased rate, raising sea level by 13.7 mm since 1972, with projected

increases in sea level that range from 5 to 33 cm by 2100 (Mouginot et al.,

2019; Aschwanden et al., 2019; Goelzer et al., 2020). This large range in pos-

sible future sea level contributions is due to uncertainties in future greenhouse

gas concentrations (Meinshausen et al., 2011), as well as poor understand-

ing of the physical processes driving ice sheet mass loss. The ice sheet loses

mass through both surface mass balance and ice dynamics. Surface mass bal-

ance is the change in ice mass through melting, accumulation, sublimation,

and refreezing at the surface of the ice sheet. Ice dynamics changes arise from

changes in ice flux. In Greenland, ice dynamics are dominated by the behavior

of fast-moving outlet glaciers, the majority of which are marine-terminating.

The contributions of surface mass balance and dynamic mass loss have in-

creased over the last few decades in Greenland due to atmospheric and ocean

warming (Fettweis et al., 2017; Noel et al., 2017; Broeke et al., 2016; Mouginot

et al., 2019; Straneo and Heimbach, 2013; Enderlin et al., 2014). However,

66% of the mass loss over the last 46 years in Greenland can be attributed to
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changes in dynamics (Mouginot et al., 2019), which is predicted to continue to

contribute to ∼50% of ice loss in the next 100 years (Choi et al., 2021). Fur-

thermore, changes at the terminus can propagate upstream into the ice sheet,

affecting the inland thinning of ice (Felikson et al., 2017, 2021). Although the

outlet glaciers in Greenland exhibit loss on long time scales, there is significant

heterogeneity in dynamic thinning (Csatho et al., 2014; Felikson et al., 2017),

velocity (Moon et al., 2020), and magnitude and duration of terminus retreat

for individual glaciers (Murray et al., 2015a; Catania et al., 2018; Bunce et al.,

2018; Black and Joughin), making it difficult to predict the future behavior

of glaciers and therefore accurately represent how they will affect future mass

loss of the ice sheet. In part, this is because marine-terminating glaciers sit

at the intersection of the ice sheet, ocean, atmosphere, and sedimentary en-

vironments and are therefore influenced by a complex set of processes that

act on them (Fig. 1.1). With more than 300 marine-terminating glaciers in

Greenland, understanding how they will each respond to a warming climate is

vital to validating and calibrating ice sheet models to estimate how the ocean

impacts glacier termini and, in turn, how mass changes in glaciers may impact

the ocean.

Frontal ablation processes, or the melting of the glacier terminus or

the calving of icebergs, strongly impact the position and shape of the glacier

terminus. Terminus melt is caused by both ambient melting from ocean wa-

ters and plume-induced melt from freshwater discharge from the glacier itself.

The North Atlantic current brings warm and salty Atlantic waters that enter
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the fjords that house Greenland’s glaciers and melt the front of the glacier

directly (Straneo and Heimbach, 2013; Straneo and Cenedese, 2015). Subma-

rine melting at the face of the glacier can occur via ambient melting, or free

convection, due to ocean heat transferred to the terminus. This type of melt is

often considered to occur at a constant rate across the entire face of the glacier

(Chauch et al., 2014; Schild et al., 2018). Alternatively, glacier surface melt,

which reaches the base of the glacier through moulins and crevasses, brings

this water to the terminus at the grounding line (Smith et al., 2015) where it

emerges in local, vigorous plumes that rise buoyantly, entraining warm water

within the fjord and can contribute significant localized melt to the front of

the glacier (Jenkins , 2011; Carroll et al., 2016). It has been understood that

plume-induced melting has a greater effect on the terminus and fjord circula-

tion than ambient melt alone, however direct observations of glacier termini

has shown that ambient melting may be 100x larger than those predicted by

theory and models (Sutherland et al., 2019). Plumes can also drive the cir-

culation throughout the fjord after mixing with this ambient seawater (Schild

et al., 2018) and this increases the melt across the face of the terminus and

can effectively double the ambient melt rate at the front (Slater et al., 2018).

The impact of ambient and plume-enhanced melt depends highly on fjord ge-

ometry, as this will impact the circulation of warm water to the front (Wood

et al., 2021a; Slater et al., 2022). Calving is the mechanical loss of ice by

which the terminus of a glacier becomes unstable and breaks off into icebergs.

A number of processes are expected to affect the rates, amounts, and types
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of calving. Longitudinal strain (stretching and compressing) in ice as it flows

controls the formation, location, and depth of crevasses (van der Veen, 1996;

Benn et al., 2007). Basal crevasses dominate in regions floating/near float-

ing ice, and the propagation of basal crevasses tend to create large calving

events characterized by large, tabular icebergs (James et al., 2014; Murray

et al., 2015a). Melt-undercutting from subglacial discharge plumes can thin

and weaken the overlying ice, which also promotes calving in smaller, local-

ized blocks (O’Leary and Christoffersen, 2013; Slater et al., 2017; Fried et al.,

2018) often called serac failure. The processes by which frontal ablation occur

may be seen in the shape of the terminus, such as more crenulated, irregularly

shaped terminus for melt-dominated systems (Chauch et al., 2014; Fried et al.,

2018, 2019); and smooth termini that retreat in a step-wise fashion for systems

that calve due to buoyant flexure (Fried et al., 2018; James et al., 2014).

The combination of frontal ablation and ice motion determines the

position of a glacier terminus, with the ice motion being governed in part by

the bed topography. Several studies have shown that the bed topography of

a glacier imparts a first order control on the amount of retreat that glaciers

experience (Catania et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2018; Bunce et al., 2018), with

overdeepenings in the bed topography leading to faster rates of retreat (Carr

et al., 2015; Lthi et al., 2016; Catania et al., 2018). Furthermore, the degree

to which glacier termini are exposed to warm ocean waters is established by

the depth of the terminus below ∼ 200 m, (Carroll et al., 2016; Wood et al.,

2021a), and the general topography of the fjord even kilometers downstream
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of the glacier terminus can influence the degree to which warm ocean waters

can enter a fjord closer to the terminus (Christoffersen et al., 2011; Rignot

et al., 2016b; Slater et al., 2022). Other studies have shown that glaciers are

stable or can re-stabilize at “pinning points” where the glacier retreats to a

shallow ridge or bump in the fjord (Warren, 1991; Schoof , 2007). In addition

to pinning points beneath a glacier, narrowing of fjord walls also acts as a

stabilization point for glaciers (Meier and Post , 1987; McNabb and Hock , 2014;

Enderlin et al., 2013). Frontal ablation processes, calving and melting, occur

in all marine glacial systems, but the degree to which each of these processes

dominates in a particular fjord is likely to vary from glacier to glacier because

they depend on regional climate, ice thickness, and fjord-specific geometry.

This variability likely causes the observed variability in ice dynamics (Bevan

et al., 2012; Moon et al., 2015; Motyka et al., 2017) and makes it difficult to

apply uniform calving or terminus melt “laws” that can be applied uniformly

to all systems (e.g., Amaral et al., 2019). By quantifying this variability, we

may be able to understand how these processes vary in space and time, which

could lead to an improved representation of such processes in ice sheet models

(e.g., Aschwanden et al., 2019).

Glacier terminus positions have long been used to observe the health of

the Greenland Ice Sheet, in fact, numerous studies have used terminus posi-

tions to evaluate the stability of glaciers in concert with the environmental and

geometric controls on frontal ablation discussed above (Warren and Glasser ,

1992; Warren, 1991; McNabb and Hock , 2014; Moon et al., 2015; Cook et al.,
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2005; Howat et al., 2008; Howat and Eddy , 2011; Goliber et al., 2022). Be-

cause terminus positions are observed in satellite imagery, terminus position

data is quickly becoming one of the most densely sampled glacier records for

Greenland (Fig. 1.2). The bulk of satellite data used to delineate the glacier

termini of the Greenland outlet comes from NASAs Landsat mission. Landsat

provides a record of free, multi-spectral (optical, near, shortwave, and thermal

infrared) satellite imagery for the last 45 years. Pre-Landsat data that can

provide longer term context for terminus change is sparse, with the bulk of

satellite data acquisition beginning in the early 2000s for Greenland (Wulder

et al., 2016). This is, unfortunately, when most outlet glaciers began their re-

treat that is ongoing today (Catania et al., 2018; Murray et al., 2015a). Other

data sets, such as aerial photos (Bjørk et al., 2012), provide long-term context,

although sparse temporally. Furthermore, the launch of Sentinel 1/2 in 2014

provides new synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery for Greenland and can

provide winter terminus data, which is not possible in optical imagery, thus

expanding the temporal resolution of terminus data (Zhang et al., 2021). In

2022, if using only Landsat and Sentinel optical imagery, one could obtain

approximately ∼160 images per year for a single glacier (Goliber et al., 2022).

These data have yet to be fully utilized and more data are still being collected,

thus we must design analyses that can handle the large volume of data avail-

able to make inferences about glacier processes that might be controlling mass

loss.
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Chapter Structure

In this dissertation, I use terminus traces to observe how and why

marine-terminating glaciers change in order to better understand the mecha-

nisms behind these complex heterogeneous changes in Greenland. I use ter-

minus traces compiled from numerous manual and machine-learning datasets,

primarily from the Landsat archive.

In Chapter 2, I develop the largest database of manually-traced marine-

terminating glacier terminus data for use in scientific and machine learning

applications. In Greenland, numerous authors have produced terminus traces;

however, these are often done in isolation with no coordination in picking par-

ticular locations, rates, time periods, or using particular methods. This results

in heterogeneity in the data quality, and uneven availability of data for the

more general scientific population. I present my methodology for collecting,

cleaning, and associating traces with original satellite data, including analysis

of regional concentrations of traces, inter-author error, and examinations on

the usefulness of a compiled data set. This chapter is published as a highlight

paper in The Cryosphere under the title “TermPicks: A century of Greenland

glacier terminus data for use in scientific machine learning applications”. It is

available at https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/16/3215/2022/. This chapter is

the main source of data for Chapters 3 and 4.

In Chapter 3, I focus on using the location of termini to identify features

in the bed topography that inhibit the retreat of glaciers following the onset of

ocean warming and widespread glacier retreat in the late 1990s. By identifying
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periods of terminus standstill in the long-term terminus record, I am able

to identify features in the bed topography at these locations and compare

feature geometry across populations of glaciers that have remained stable to

glaciers that have undergone extensive retreat. I find that the slope and lateral

dimensions of bed features exhibit the strongest correlation to retreat, and that

the shape of the bed features permits different styles of terminus retreat, which

may be indicative of how different ablation mechanisms are distributed across

termini.

In Chapter 4, I use the terminus record defined in Chapter 1, in addition

to new machine-learned traces that include wintertime terminus data from

Sentinel data, to produce a time series of terminus morphological properties

for four glaciers in western Greenland. By distilling the terminus into various

morphological properties, we can explore how the shape of the terminus may

reflect the processes that act on it in the absence of environmental data, which

is much more difficult to obtain. I find that a concave shape, low sinuosity, and

high seasonality are present at glaciers that calve via buoyant flexure, while

the opposite is true at glaciers that are dominated by melt-induced calving via

serac failure. I also find that glaciers do not persistently fit into these two end

members, and may switch calving styles over time. This work highlights the

usefulness of full-width terminus trace data to understand terminus processes

and the need for such observations to improve parameterization of calving in

ice sheet models.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of ice-ocean processes that impact marine-terminating
glaciers. The colored water bodies indicate the locations of stratified ocean
water found in Greenland fjords. Blue and orange arrows indicate heat ex-
changes as a result of both warm ocean waters and subglacial water entraining
warm water in plumes.
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Figure 1.2: Optical satellites commonly used in studies of Greenland. The
bars with an arrow at the end are satellites that are currently collecting data.
The satellites in this figure are listed in Goliber et al. (2022).
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Chapter 2

TermPicks: A century of Greenland glacier

terminus data for use in scientific and machine

learning applications1

Abstract

Marine-terminating outlet glacier terminus traces, mapped from satel-

lite and aerial imagery, have been used extensively in understanding how outlet

glaciers adjust to climate change variability over a range of time scales. Numer-

ous studies have digitized termini manually, but this process is labor intensive,

and no consistent approach exists. A lack of coordination leads to duplication

of efforts, particularly for Greenland, which is a major scientific research focus.

At the same time, machine learning techniques are rapidly making progress in

their ability to automate accurate extraction of glacier termini, with promis-

ing developments across a number of optical and SAR satellite sensors. These

techniques rely on high quality, manually digitized terminus traces to be used

as training data for robust automatic traces. Here we present a database of

manually digitized terminus traces for machine learning and scientific appli-

cations. These data have been collected, cleaned, assigned with appropriate

1This chapter has been published in the journal The Cryosphere. It is available at
https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/16/3215/2022/
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metadata including image scenes, and compiled so they can be easily accessed

by scientists. The TermPicks data set includes 39,060 individual terminus

traces for 278 glaciers with a mean of 136±190 and median of 93 of traces per

glacier. Across all glaciers, 32,567 dates have been digitized, of which 4,467

have traces from more than one author and there is a duplication rate of 17%.

We find a median error of∼100 m among manually-traced termini. Most traces

are obtained after 1999, when Landsat 7 was launched. We also provide an

overview of an updated version of The Google Earth Engine Digitization Tool

(GEEDiT), which has been developed specifically for future manual picking of

the Greenland Ice Sheet.

2.1 Introduction

Since the 1980s, the Greenland Ice Sheet has been in negative mass

balance due to increased surface melt and ice discharge (Mouginot et al., 2019;

Enderlin et al., 2014) with projected increases in sea level of 5 to 33 cm by

2100 from Greenland alone (Aschwanden et al., 2019; Goelzer et al., 2020).

Long-term historical trends in ice sheet mass loss show that approximately

50% of the total mass loss since the ∼1990s is from ice dynamics alone, via

fast-moving outlet glaciers that drain into to the ocean (Enderlin et al., 2014;

Mouginot et al., 2019; King et al., 2020). In part, this acceleration in dynamic

loss may have been triggered by a warming climate (atmosphere and ocean)

that induces sudden rapid retreat of outlet glacier termini (Wood et al., 2021a;

King et al., 2020). Observations of glacier retreat, however, show a high de-
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gree of heterogeneity in the magnitude, timing, and temporal patterns of this

retreat across the ice sheet (Moon and Joughin, 2008; Catania et al., 2018;

Murray et al., 2015a; Carr et al., 2017; Fahrner et al., 2021), which com-

plicates our understanding of future mass change from outlet glaciers. This

suggests that knowledge of past terminus change, and the potential for fu-

ture terminus change, is critical for accurate forecasting of the Greenland Ice

Sheet’s contribution to sea level rise (e.g. Felikson et al., 2017; Aschwanden

et al., 2019; Slater et al., 2019).

Glacier termini have long been an indicator of climate change and ter-

minus change data have been used to understand a range of processes over

multiple time scales (e.g. Warren and Glasser , 1992; Warren, 1991; McN-

abb and Hock , 2014; Moon et al., 2015; Cook et al., 2005; Howat et al., 2008;

Howat and Eddy , 2011). On the long-term (>annual), terminus records are

used to inform the timing of, regional patterns within, and climate controls on

marine-terminating glacier retreat (Murray et al., 2015b; Catania et al., 2018;

Hill et al., 2018; Bunce et al., 2018; Howat and Eddy , 2011; Wood et al., 2021a;

King et al., 2020; Fahrner et al., 2021). Outlet glaciers can also change at sub-

annual timescales and examination of terminus change on shorter time scales

(∼seasonal) aids interpretation of the specific environmental and glaciological

processes that influence glaciers (Fried et al., 2018; Moon et al., 2015; Schild

and Hamilton, 2013; Cassotto et al., 2015; Ritchie et al., 2008; Howat et al.,

2010; Carr et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2014, 2015; Brough et al., 2019; Kehrl

et al., 2017; Bevan et al., 2019). Such studies are valuable because glacier
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termini respond to a diverse set of mechanisms related to the geometry of the

glacier-fjord system, inland ice dynamics, and the strength of climate forcing

(Moon and Joughin, 2008; Carr et al., 2017; Catania et al., 2018; Bunce et al.,

2018; Porter et al., 2018). However, determining the variables controlling sea-

sonal variations can be difficult because changes in the climate system occur

simultaneously (e.g. Cowton et al., 2018; Fahrner et al., 2021; Wood et al.,

2021a). Recent work suggests that the shape of the terminus trace and how it

evolves over time may provide additional information about the nature of pro-

cesses dominating any given glacier (Fried et al., 2018; Chauch et al., 2014).

Such studies demonstrate the need for detailed tracing of the full terminus

width (in map-view) at as high a temporal resolution as possible.

Numerous studies have digitized termini manually (Table 2.1) for use

in interpreting glacier dynamics in response to climate variability; however,

the lack of coordination across these studies has resulted in duplicated data

and heterogeneity in terms of format, quality, method, location, temporal

coverage, and availability. Such factors limit the utility of terminus data to

future researchers. In addition, manually picking glacier termini is a labori-

ous process. For example, the data set from Catania et al. (2018) used the

entire Landsat record to digitize 15 glaciers in central West Greenland and

the authors estimate that it took 3 undergraduate researchers nearly 2 sum-

mers working 15 hours a week each to download imagery and digitize the full

width of the terminus, or approximately 48 hours per glacier. Rapidly re-

placing manual-picking are machine learning techniques, which have recently
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been developed for automated extraction of glacier termini across a number

of satellite sensors (e.g. Mohajerani et al., 2019; Baumhoer et al., 2019; Cheng

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). Manually-digitized data are still needed for

validation of machine learning methods and as training data. For example,

methods using over 1500 training data inputs result in classification in ∼94%

of detectable images, under ideal conditions (Cheng et al., 2020). Further,

machine learning methods fail in images where ice conditions do not permit

easy delineation of the terminus (e.g. mélange-choked fjords, shadowed ter-

mini, etc.) and therefore manually-digitized termini will still be needed until

machine learning algorithms improve. Importantly, future satellite missions

imaging the polar regions are expected to continue for the foreseeable future,

suggesting an ongoing need to coordinate terminus data in addition to other

important glaciological observations that are highly coordinated (e.g. velocity

and elevation). Here we present the most complete set of manually digitized

terminus data for Greenland’s outlet glaciers, re-processed for use in machine

learning methods and scientific analysis. Data have been cleaned, associated

with appropriate metadata where possible, and the metadata normalized so

they can be easily accessed by scientists.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Input data

Terminus traces were collected through email requests to authors who

had published papers that made use of such data, or taken from publicly
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available online databases (Table 2.1). Since there was no open call for data

submission, there may be other sources of terminus trace data that are avail-

able and/or unpublished. Authors used a range of image sources (Table 2.2),

but the bulk (∼70%) of terminus traces originate from Landsat images. Col-

lectively, we refer to these collected data as input data to differentiate these

data from the output (cleaned, reformatted) training data generated.

All data were provided in ESRI shapefile format (Figure 2.1) with the

bulk of data provided as polylines and a smaller volume of data provided as

polygons or polygon-boxes. In these latter cases, the polygons were cropped

at the terminus and converted into polylines. All glacier terminus traces were

exported into a single ESRI line shapefile format consistent with file formats

typically used in machine learning techniques. All shapefiles were re-projected

into NSIDC Sea Ice Polar Stereographic North (EPSG:3413).

Glacier termini were commonly traced by importing geographically-

rectified images into GIS software (e.g. ArcGIS, ENVI, and QGIS) and manually-

digitizing the ice-ocean boundary (terminus). Authors used a range of methods

for tracing termini including picking the full width or variations on the Box

methods. Box methods consist of using a fix-width rectilinear or curvilinear

box along the length of a fjord tracing the terminus within those bounds (for

a description of these methods see Lea et al., 2014). For consistency in data

format, we excluded termini that were identified with only a center point (e.g.

King et al., 2020) because these data do not cover the entire width of termini.

Individual terminus trace files are largely indistinguishable between authors,
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with the exception of those who used the box method for picking the ter-

minus, since this method often produces terminus traces that are truncated

before they reach the fjord wall. Across all authors, terminus traces have an

average of 23 vertices per kilometer with a median of 10 vertices per kilometer.

2.2.2 Glacier identification

As the Greenland Ice Sheet has several hundred marine-terminating

glaciers, proper identification of glaciers is important for data management.

Several prior authors have produced identification files (ID files) for Greenland

Ice Sheet glaciers including Moon and Joughin (2008) (Moon IDs) who created

a glacier ID file by identifying all non-stagnant glaciers that terminate in the

ocean with terminus widths of roughly 1.5 km or greater. The Moon IDs

identify 239 glaciers that are assigned a numerical ID, including 6 ice cap

glaciers that are marine-terminating. We received terminus traces for 278

glaciers but subsequently identified 282 glaciers by including all glaciers with a

Moon and Joughin (2008) ID and additional glaciers with the following criteria;

1) surface speeds >50 m/yr, 2) grounding lines below sea-level as determined

from the BedMachineV3 bed topographic product (Morlighem et al., 2017),

and 3) termini greater than or equal to 1 km in width. We excluded terminus

traces where only one pick was available for the glacier over all authors as

well as land-terminating glaciers (Mouginot et al., 2019). Using this new ID

system, here termed TermPicks ID, we assigned glacier IDs to each glacier in

our database (Figure 2.1).
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Our TermPicks ID file maintains consistency with the Moon IDs by

including the corresponding Moon ID with the TermPicks ID file. We also

include other information in the TermPicks ID file relevant for wide commu-

nity use, including outlet glacier flux gates identified by Mankoff et al. (2019)

and glacier naming schemes catalogued by Bjørk et al. (2015) in an ESRI

multipoint shapefile so the data can be easily referenced with other data sets.

2.2.3 Data cleaning

The number of terminus traces included in an input shapefile varied

across the input data. Some authors represented multiple dates per glacier

within each shapefile while others included single dates per glacier for each

shapefile. Our output data merged all terminus traces for all dates together

into one shapefile and so input data were re-processed to fit into this format.

Some authors included multiple glaciers per date for a shapefile, particularly

when glaciers were adjacent to one another. Where possible, these shapefiles

were manually split into traces representing separate glaciers, consistent with

our output data format (Figure 2.2c). This was accomplished using the MEa-

SUREs Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GrIMP) 2000 Image Mosaic (Howat

et al., 2014; Howat , 2018) for glaciers to be properly sorted along fjord wall

boundaries or ice stream where appropriate. Traces were also clipped using

the GrIMP ice mask in order to remove fjord wall traces (Howat et al., 2014).

The mask was extended where it did not intersect earlier traces.

Traces that were digitized using the box methods were not interpolated
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to the fjord wall. In many cases, the box spans nearly the entire width of the

fjord, but several datasets use boxes that are much smaller than the width of

the fjord (Figure 2.2a). The lack of data at the edges of glacier termini may

lead to differences in total retreat using these data compared to other data

(Lea et al., 2014). Thus, terminus traces digitized using the box method are

flagged in the metadata (Table 2.3).

2.2.4 Metadata creation

Consistent and uniform metadata are critical to the use of training

data in machine learning and scientific studies. Feature extraction using im-

age segmentation techniques rely on accurate attribution of training data to

the correct time, location and satellite image used for terminus tracing. Input

data used for TermPicks suffered from a lack of consistency in the metadata,

such as date format, author and satellite identification, image ID, and dig-

itization techniques. Here we describe the metadata format for the output

TermPicks data set (Figure 2.1). The TermPicks metadata format was chosen

to be consistent with the largest archive of machine-digitized terminus traces

from Cheng et al. (2020), known as CALFIN. For example, CALFIN includes

the date, quality flags, satellite sensor and image ID, all of which are important

for machine learning. Figure 2.3 shows examples of the metadata structure

for the data.

Date columns: The Date column represents the acquisition time for the im-
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age used to digitize the terminus for that trace. There are 4 additional columns

for year, month, day and decimal date. The Date column is a string and the

format is ”YYYY-MM-DD”. Year, month, and day are integers. If a trace

included only year information, the date column format is ”YYYY-00-00”.

Satellite: Satellite refers to the original sensor or satellite that produce an

image used to digitize the terminus. This information was taken from existing

attribute tables or file names from the input data and was used to determine

the image ID where possible. The names used are in listed in Table 2.2.

Author: All people contributing traces have been listed as authors in this

paper. Included in the metadata is the Author identifier connected to a spe-

cific citation using the data provided. We also provide a code block in the

code repository to produce citations for the authors of terminus traces that

are used in data downloads. This allows for proper attribution to the cor-

rect author depending on the location and time span of data downloaded. In

the data set, the author ’TermPicks’ refers to terminus traces produced with

TermPicks GEEDiT, but are not published elsewhere.

Image ID: Image ID refers to the image scene identifiers for the original im-

age used to digitize the individual glacier trace. This corresponds directly to

the sensor. For example, a Landsat Product ID is an example of an image ID.

Certain images (e.g. some aerial images) were used to digitize multiple traces.
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The image ID includes information on the date and location for the original

image. This may be listed as a file name that the original author used and may

store locally (Figure 2.3; Glacier 291) or an image ID from a different satellite

(e.g. Sentinel-1 product folder name). If an author included an image ID, the

text was kept the same in case users need to contact the original author for

image access.

Glacier IDs: The Glacier ID refers to the TermPicks glacier ID scheme that

was created for this project (described in section 2.2).

Center X and Y: A centroid point was created for each trace in WGS 84

(EPSG:4326) so that the TermPicks data can be easily referenced with other

data sets.

Quality flag: Quality flagging is used to identify and classify traces that may

have issues leading to sources of error. This quality flagging schemed was cre-

ated in conjunction with Cheng et al. (2020) to enable data synthesis between

our data and machine-generated terminus traces. We assign a prefix ’X’ for

all data defining whether the trace was created automatically or manually,

with X=0 for TermPicks data and X=1 for CALFIN data, or any machine-

generated terminus traces that may be included in the future. In addition,

traces can have multiple quality flags. We follow the quality flag scheme in

Table 2.3. In this scheme, flags are assigned if there are no issues with the
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terminus trace (X0), if there is uncertainty in the trace due to environmental

or image issues, for example clouds partially obscuring the terminus (X1), if

the trace was supplemented (two images were used to digitize the terminus)

(X2), if the trace was digitized with the Landsat 7 sensor when the Scan Line

Corrector was off (X3), if the trace was digitized using the box method and

is thus incomplete (X4), if the image ID was automatically assigned because

of lack of information provided in the input metadata (X5). The X1 and X2

flags are only used if the trace author indicated this information, and so many

traces will not include these flags. If there are multiple flags, they are sepa-

rated by commas (Figure 2.3; Glacier 278).

2.2.5 Landsat image scene identifiers

Satellite image scene identifiers (Image IDs) are useful to find the orig-

inal image from which a glacier terminus was digitized, which is a requirement

for these data to be useful for machine learning. Including image IDs is also

useful in cases where scientists want to explore other features in the scene at

the time of a terminus trace (e.g. iceberg distribution, sediment plume oc-

currence). These were provided in very few of the input data sets. Where no

image ID was available, Landsat scene identification is assigned to terminus

traces that were originally digitized using Landsat data. Scenes were assigned

by geolocating a Path/Row from the Worldwide Reference Systems (WRS-1

for Landsat 1-3; WRS-2 for Landsat 4 onward) that is closest to the termi-
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nus trace, then searching by date using Google Cloud Services. As Landsat

scenes are freely available for Level-1 data on Google Cloud Services and most

(∼ 70%) of the data are derived from Landsat images, only terminus traces

that were known to be digitized with Landsat data are assigned IDs (Figure

2.1). Some glaciers share multiple overlapping Landsat Path/Row combina-

tions resulting in some terminus traces having two scenes assigned. In these

cases, both image IDs are appended to the metadata. Glaciers with auto-

matically assigned image IDs have the quality flag of 05 (Figure 2.3; Glacier

3). Further, some terminus traces did not have dates that corresponded to an

image ID from Google Cloud Services and were not assigned an image ID.

2.2.6 Calculation of terminus change and variability

In addition to providing manually-digitized terminus traces for glaciers

in Greenland, we also computed terminus position change. As many previous

studies have already published on terminus change over time, we provide these

estimates largely as a check on our data set. We compute terminus position in

two ways. First, we calculate terminus position using a method developed in

Catania et al. (2018) where equally-spaced points along each terminus trace

are projected to the nearest location along the glacier centerline. The average

position of all projected points on the centerline thus becomes the average

position of the glacier terminus for that date of the terminus trace. We call this

the Interpolation Method. The Interpolation Method is most accurate when

the glacier traces are all approximately the same length (i.e. not a mixture
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of full-width and box-method termini). Second, we calculate the fluctuation

in terminus position simply by taking the point where the terminus intersects

the centerline of each glacier following King et al. (2020), here named the

Centerline Method. Traces that were missing day and month information were

assumed to have a timing of mid-year. Retreat rates were then calculated by

taking the distance between each of these terminus positions over time. We use

centerlines from Murray et al. (2015a) where available for the glaciers in our

database. Remaining centerlines were manually mapped from the MEaSUREs

Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GrIMP) 2000 Image Mosaic (Howat et al.,

2014; Howat , 2018) through the center of the glacier and the terminus traces.

We also computed the terminus seasonality as a measure of the total

variation in the terminus position over the annual cycle. This is quantified

using the standard deviation of the difference between raw terminus position

data and smoothed terminus position data from the centerline following Cata-

nia et al. (2018). We estimated seasonality for glaciers in years where there

are terminus traces in at least three unique months.

Finally, we calculated the terminus sinuosity as a way to characterize

the shape of the terminus, as the sinuosity quantifies how much the terminus

deviates from a straight line. Sinuosity is classically used in river morphology

to describe map-view morphological changes in river channel patterns and is

the ratio of along-channel length to valley length (Schumm; Bierman et al.,

2016). Here, terminus sinuosity is measured as the length of the terminus di-

vided by the straight line distance between the terminus end points. Sinuosity
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of rivers depends on river valley geology with typical values between 1 and 3

(Schumm), however, we do not expect glacier termini to exceed a sinuosity of

2 (i.e. the terminus will be less than twice the length of the distance across the

fjord) because calving will likely occur for the parts of the terminus that are

extremely anomalous. Increased sinuosity of glacier termini may be associated

with crenulated terminus morphology that is thought to result from localized

terminus melt as a result of buoyancy-driven plumes (Chauch et al., 2014;

Fried et al., 2018); however, a smooth but highly concave terminus may also

have a high sinuosity. Low sinuosity termini may be associated with glaciers

that calve via full-thickness calving events, causing fjord-width step changes in

the terminus position with each calving event (Fried et al., 2018; James et al.,

2014). While additional metrics of the geometry (e.g., curvature) may be nec-

essary to completely describe the morphology of glacier termini, the change in

sinuosity in time may reveal differences in processes affecting a single glacier.

2.2.7 Error Estimation

Terminus traces from different authors on the same date do not neces-

sarily align with each other, and so we quantified the difference between these

traces. As a metric of error between data sets, we calculated the Hausdorff dis-

tance (commonly used in pattern recognition), the greatest minimum distance

between two lines (Huttenlocher et al., 1993). A larger Hausdorff distance indi-

cates two lines are less similar to each other; however, large Hausdorff distances

could also indicate that two otherwise identical lines have different endpoints
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(different lengths). To avoid this latter issue, we trimmed each terminus trace

to a glacier reference box, modified from those used by Moon and Joughin

(2008), before computing Hausdorff distances. We also excluded traces that

did not span the width of these glacier boxes. Excluding short traces reduced

the dataset to 25,355 (65% of the original TermPicks dataset). Then, we calcu-

lated the Hausdorff distance between every pair of traces for traces that were

digitized at the same glacier and on the same date by multiple authors. We

identify 2,671 individual instances where multiple authors digitized a glacier

on the same date (sometimes more than two authors). This resulted in a total

of 5,748 duplicated traces.

2.3 Results

The TermPicks data set includes 39,060 individual terminus traces for

278 glaciers with a mean and median number of traces per glacier of 136±190

and 93, respectively. However, trace count varies depending on author interest

in a specific glacier or region of glaciers (Figure 2.4). Across all glaciers, 32,567

dates have been digitized, of which 4,467 have traces from more than one

author. This represents duplicated efforts of ∼17% of the input data. Traces

extend back to 1916 for a small number of glaciers but the greatest number

of traces are obtained between 2000 and 2017 (Figure 2.5). See supplemental

material for information on individual glacier coverage and statistics (Supp.

Figs. 2.14-2.16) as well as access to a kmz file that can be viewed in Google

Earth that produces a quick look at location and coverage for each glacier.
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2.3.1 Terminus change and variability

The retreat time-series using the Interpolation method reveals small

errors that are present as anomalous spikes in the retreat record, possibly due

to traces that have different endpoints (e.g., Fig. 2.6). Centerline retreat

as an average over each decade of the observational record (1940-2010 where

sufficient data permit) shows regional patterns of retreat before 1990 and more

ubiquitous retreat after 1990 (Fig. 2.7). Glacier terminus seasonality varies

over time and space. Out of the 19 authors in our data set, 10 are able to

resolve a seasonal signal for at least one glacier for at least one year (Fig. 2.8).

The Catania data are able to resolve seasonal signals across the longest time

period (1985-2019), however this is only for 15 glaciers. The Murray data set

resolves seasonality for 199 glaciers but only between 2000-2009. In contrast,

the TermPicks data set resolves seasonality for the most glaciers (n = 221)

at different levels of completeness over the longest period of time (1985-2019).

For example, Glacier 116 has traces from 7 authors (Fig. 2.9), allowing us to

examine changes in seasonality from over ∼35 years between 1986 and 2017.

In contrast, the data from Murray only resolve seasonality for Glacier 116 for

8 years between 2000 and 2008. Finally, we find increases in the amplitude

of terminus seasonality during periods of terminus retreat for all three of our

example glaciers (Fig. 2.9).

We calculate the sinuosity of Kangerdlugssup Sermerssua (Glacier 291)

and Sermeq Silarleq (Glacier 288) between 1990 and 2020, as there is the

highest density of traces after 1990 (Fig. 2.10). Terminus sinuosity is found to
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vary generally between values of 1 (straight across) to 2 (highly sinuous). We

examine two examples with different retreat histories. Glacier 291 is a stable

glacier over the observational time period and has a similarly stable sinuosity

with a mean of 1.43 ± 0.12 between 1990-2020 (Fig. 2.10). In contrast, Glacier

288 undergoes a two-stage retreat beginning in 1998 with a slower paced stage

of retreat until ∼2010 when retreat accelerated through to today. This glacier

has a mean sinuosity of 1.35 ± 0.17, however, we observe that the slower period

of retreat is tied to a period of increased terminus sinuosity of 1.41 ± 0.18,

(Fig. 2.10), while the period of more rapid retreat experiences a decrease in

terminus sinuosity to values of 1.29 ± 0.13 (Fig. 2.10).

2.3.2 Spatial and temporal bias

Heatmaps of the output data demonstrate the temporal coverage and

frequency of the data. We present heatmaps for both regional groups of glaciers

(Fig. 2.5) and individually for each glacier (Supp. Figs. 2.14-2.16). These

figures demonstrate that terminus data availability is intimately tied to Land-

sat image acquisition. A combination of U.S.-centric acquisition strategies,

ground station coverage, and limitations on data transmission and duty cycles

meant that much of the world did not have regular repeat Landsat coverage

until 2013 with the launch of Landsat 8, which follows a continental acqui-

sition strategy (Wulder et al., 2016). Further, the failure of Landsat 6 upon

launch in October of 1993 meant that imagery was only obtained in a limited

capacity (via extension of the Landsat 5 satellite) until the successful launch
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of Landsat 7 in 1999, when we observe an increase in terminus trace data (Fig.

2.5). We further compute the percentage of terminus traces for a given glacier

compared to all available Landsat images that cover any particular glacier (see

Fig. 2.11 for four examples) in order to examine the completeness of the ter-

minus data for all glaciers. All glaciers have an individual coverage Fig. that

is contained in our Google Earth file (Supplementary Information). From this

analysis we find that Sermeq Silarleq (ID 288) has traces from 33.1% of all

available Landsat images (including cloudy images), the most of any glacier

in our data set. However, on average only 5.8% of available Landsat images

have been manually traced per glacier.

Regional differences in data availability also exist (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5).

Higher latitude glaciers experience more frequent coverage by satellite image

sensors than lower latitude glaciers due to increased scene overlap at high

latitudes (e.g., Fig. 2.11b after 2013). In Southwest Greenland, there are

fewer traces simply due to the lack of marine-terminating glaciers in this region,

which is primarily drained through land-terminating ice. There are also fewer

overall traces in North and Northeast Greenland than Central West Greenland,

a region with a similar number of glaciers, potentially due to less interest in

tracing in North and Northeast Greenland (Fig. 2.4). The densest coverage

is in Central West and Northwest Greenland (IDs 279 to 3) where nearly

every available image from Landsat and other sensors were traced (Catania

et al., 2018) to create as complete a record as possible of regional glacier

change. Other glaciers of interest include Helheim, Kangerlussuaq, and Sermeq
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Kujalleq (Jakobshavn; IDs 181, 152, and 278), which also have dense coverage.

2.3.3 Error in manual digitization

The overall median error between pairs in this reduced dataset is 107 m,

which is comparable to that obtained in most machine learning studies when

comparing machine-traced termini to manually-traced termini (Cheng et al.,

2020). The median error between any given pair of authors varies with the

greatest median error (7,350 m) between Cheng and Hill, and the least median

error (58.6 m) between Fahrner and TermPicks (Fig. 2.12). The magnitude

of errors are not necessarily due to inaccurate digitisation by authors, but can

be explained by Hill and other authors focusing on northern glaciers (which

can be difficult to trace due to the presence of near-terminus crevasses), and

Fahrner focusing on late summer observations where the glacier margin is often

most clear. The mean and median of the median errors for each author are

presented in Table 2.4, and there was no clear distinction in error based on

methodology used (box vs. full-width tracing). Traces with >500 m error

between traces were manually checked for errors (220 traces). If two traces

were on the same date but the trace was not equivalent (e.g. the trace did

not appear to be from the same front), then the trace with more complete

metadata (e.g. includes the original image ID) was kept. If a trace had 3

authors and one was not equivalent, it was removed. Only 0.4% of total traces

were removed from the data set through this manual checking. In some cases,

there are glaciers that have higher errors than other glaciers (e.g. IDs 39, 73,
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86, 99, 100, 101) due to the fact that they appear to have highly fractured

ice tongues and they develop long, linear cracks that authors may or may not

trace in their entirety.

Termini traced with different methods or widths of the glacier may have

some systemic differences in terminus retreat over time (Lea et al., 2014). For

example, figure 2.6 shows Glacier 152 (Kangerlussuaq Gletsjer) on 8/11/2006.

This date was digitized by 3 separate authors (Bunce, Cheng, and ESA) at

different extents of the glacier front. When the Interpolation method is used,

there is a 0.5 km difference in terminus position change because the end points

for each trace are different. Bunce and Cheng will show a higher retreat

compared to ESA because the Interpolation method accounts for the entire

width of the glacier. Therefore the mean positions of the Bunce and Cheng

traces will be further up-glacier as they do not include the lateral tails seen

in the ESA trace. While there is no large scale difference between retreats

calculated from the box method versus full width traces, users of these data

should be aware of this potential misfit between traces based on end points.

For example, Bunce traces use the box method while Cheng traces uses the

full width method; however, they both end before the fjord wall. Glacier 152

has dead ice on its northern margin and, as shown in the image, the scan line

errors in the Landsat 7 imagery block some of the ice, so some authors may

or may not digitize the entire front for numerous reasons.
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2.4 Discussion

This is the first published study of manually-traced Greenland-specific

marine terminating glacier traces with consistent metadata and formatting

across multiple data sets from different authors. Glacier terminus traces have

been a staple indicator of glacier change for decades (e.g. Weidick , 1958; Hig-

gins , 1990; Warren and Glasser , 1992; Murray et al., 2015a). From this paper

alone, 22 sources have digitized and interpreted terminus positions in Green-

land, with many more using these data to aid interpretation of Greenland

Ice Sheet change. However, all of these efforts have happened independently,

with duplicate efforts and lack of consistency across data format and accessi-

bility. For example, figure 2.13 shows a time-series of Glacier 116 (F. Graae

Gletscher) with author labels for each trace. This figure demonstrates the util-

ity of combining data sources, which enables a more complete view of terminus

change at this glacier than any previously-published individual study. We find

similar ice-sheet wide retreat patterns as previously published sources. For ex-

ample, total retreat for 2000-2010 is ∼252 km in 225 glaciers (Fig. 2.7), which

is comparable to Murray et al. (2015a) who found ∼267 km in 199 glaciers.

We find the greatest retreats occur from 1990-2010 (Fig. 2.7) similar to Wood

et al. (2021a) and Fahrner et al. (2021). Finally, we find a rapid increase in

retreat beginning in 1990s-2000s (Fig. 2.7), similar to Carr et al. (2017), King

et al. (2020) and Fahrner et al. (2021). While we recognize that not every

glacier has a complete time series or the ability to resolve seasonal changes in

terminus position over all years and there remain limitations in drawing large
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scale conclusions on retreat patterns with these data alone, we find increases

in the amplitude of terminus seasonality during periods of terminus retreat

(Fig. 2.9). This may be related to the changes in fjord geometry that glaciers

experience as the terminus retreats through overdeepenings.

An additional value of the TermPicks data set is that it provides map-

view trace data, not just centerline data, thus informing on morphological

changes to the terminus over time. We explore the value of this through exami-

nation of the terminus sinuosity, but other measures (e.g., terminus curvature)

may also be valuable in contextualizing terminus morphology. While the mean

sinuosity for Glaciers 288 and 291 (Fig. 2.10), are similar, we find variations

in sinuosity for the glacier that experienced large scale retreat (Glacier 288)

compared to the one that has remained stable over the observational period

(Glacier 291). Glacier 291 is known to have a terminus that is dominated by

plume-driven melting (Fried et al., 2015, 2018; Jackson et al., 2017), and so we

might anticipate increased sinuosity related to local melting associated with

these plumes (Chauch et al., 2014; Fried et al., 2018). In contrast to this, the

terminus of Glacier 288 begins with a relatively low sinuosity, then during the

period of slow retreat (1998-2010) experiences an increase in sinuosity (Fig.

2.10) suggesting that this glacier may also have experienced enhance terminus

melting due to subglacial discharge plumes during this time. Subsequently,

Glacier 288 experiences a period of more rapid retreat as the glacier terminus

moves into an overdeepened portion of the bed. Here, sinuosity decreases and

terminus change is dominated by full-thickness calving (Fried et al., 2018).
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Although machine-enabled terminus tracing has made great strides in

the past few years, there will be a continued need for manually-tracing glacier

termini. This is because certain environmental conditions, such as heavy shad-

ows, cloud cover, ice mlange, and low solar illumination, make it difficult for

current machine learning algorithms to accurately trace all available images.

The data provided here will aid improvements in machine learning that will

ultimately reduce the need for future manual tracing. Ideally, machine and

manual-tracing efforts would work in concert, with data gaps or large errors

reported by machine learning quickly identifying where need is the greatest for

the manual-tracing team. For example, both the data presented here and the

data in CALFIN (Cheng et al., 2020) are not extended beyond 2020 and there

is no funding in place to provide continued coordinated (between machine-

and manual-traced authors) updates to terminus positions in the future. Co-

ordinated effort between machine- and manual-tracing teams is warranted to

ensure regular delivery of future data, given its importance to the wider sci-

entific community.

Until fully-automated, frequently-updated and publicly available ter-

minus traces are available for Greenland and elsewhere, we anticipate that

authors will continue to manually-trace in studies that are spatially or tempo-

rally limited. Ideally, future efforts would occur in conjunction with our work,

producing data with similar format, metadata, and visibility. To that end, we

recommend the use of a bespoke version of the Google Earth Engine Digiti-

sation Tool (GEEDiT; Lea (2018)) within Google Earth Engines (GEE) API
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(Gorelick et al., 2017). This GEEDiT-TermPicks version builds substantially

on the original GEEDiT, with improvements made to both the digitisation in-

terface, metadata options, sensor availability, and image accessibility. A major

advantage of GEEDiT-TermPicks over traditional repository download and vi-

sualization approaches is that it accesses the archive of Landsat, Sentinel-1 and

Sentinel-2 and ASTER images on the Google Cloud servers within a standard

web browser. It therefore allows for much faster access to imagery compared

to the alternative of downloading, extracting, and processing each individual

image. This is combined with an interface for easy digitisation of margins that

now uses GEEs DrawingTools functions to improve both speed and flexibility

of digitisation for users.

To ensure that future data generated using this tool will be consistent

with our dataset, the GEEDiT-TermPicks interface visualises the TermPicks

ID locations, allowing the user to easily identify the glaciers present and access

relevant imagery. Once a glacier is chosen, GEEDiT-TermPicks provides rapid

access to all available satellite images of that glacier, which can be pre-filtered

by date and satellite. If the image is clear, the termini can be extracted by

simply clicking on the screen along the glacier margin. Images with glacier

termini that are low in quality can be compared with previous or subsequent

images that are nearby in date to help better determine the location of the

terminus for a specific date/time. If this is done, it will automatically be

flagged in the image metadata, though this (and other) image quality flag

options can be manually selected, including options to provide a written note
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as to why the image is inadequate. Data exported from GEEDiT-TermPicks

will therefore include as standard all metadata required for easy inclusion into

future TermPicks data releases.

Finally, we recommend a minimum of 11 vertices per km of trace for

quality that is consistent with this database. We also recommend tracing

across the entire width of the glacier terminus as previous studies have shown

that information about mass loss processes can be obtained from studying the

map-view change in trace morphology at high levels of detail (Fried et al.,

2018; Chauch et al., 2014).

2.5 Conclusions

We present a new compilation of outlet glacier terminus traces for

the Greenland Ice Sheet spanning a time period from 1916 to 2020 obtained

through manual tracing of the ice-ocean boundary. Data were cleaned, refor-

matted, assigned to image image IDs, and quality controlled for use in ma-

chine learning algorithms that will enable semi-automated terminus tracing.

Termini are provided in the same format and with similar metadata to ongo-

ing machine learning-based terminus tracing. We have combined TermPicks

data with that from CALFIN (Cheng et al., 2020) in our data repository. We

find errors in TermPicks on the order of ∼100 m, similar to machine-identified

termini. We find biases in terms of data coverage with well-studied glaciers

with high coverage of terminus trace data, and other glaciers devoid of consis-

tent coverage, showcasing the need for further manual and machine-learning
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efforts to provide terminus data. We provide tools for future tracing efforts

and include software to enable the use of these data for the broader scientific

community.
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Figure 2.1: Flow chart showing processing pipeline for producing consistent
terminus trace training data.
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Figure 2.2: Common issues addressed in data cleaning and labeling. a) Box
method glacier traces are contained within a box that is smaller than the full
terminus width at Glacier 224 b) Landsat 7 ETM+ Scan Line Corrector-off
image line artifacts at Glacier 291 and c) A single shapefile containing several
different glaciers (IDs 27-30) that need to be split manually into separate
glaciers to be consistent with the ID scheme. Additionally, all 3 images show
varied levels of obstruction of the terminus in the fjord due to ice mlange.
Landsat-7 and Landsat-8 images courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey.
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Figure 2.3: Example metadata for the TermPicks data set. Each column
corresponds to the description in Section 2.4 (Metadata Creation).
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Figure 2.4: A) Terminus trace count for glaciers in Greenland. Each circle is
centered on a location of a glacier in the TermPicks ID file. The size of the circle
reflects the total number of terminus traces available for that glacier. B) The
same data organized by drainage basin. Circle size reflects the total number
of traces for that basin. The numbers inside or adjacent to the circle represent
the number of individual glaciers in each basin with terminus traces. Each
basin is defined by the ESA/NASA ice sheet mass balance inter-comparison
exercise 2016 (IMBIE; Shepherd et al.) which includes basins from Rignot
and Mouginot (2012) and Rignot et al. (2011). They are labeled by their
geographic location. Region labels are NO = North, NE = North East, SE =
South East, SW = South West, CW = Center West, NW = North West.
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Figure 2.5: Heatmap of glacier traces in each regional basin from ESA/NASA
ice sheet mass balance inter-comparison exercise 2016 (IMBIE; Shepherd et al.)
in this study. Total number of traces per region can be found in Figure 2.4.
The x-axis is year and the y-axis is the Basin ID. The color corresponds to the
number of traces for that basin’s glacier per year. 0 traces are grey.
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Figure 2.6: Terminus positions for Glacier 152 (Kangerlussuaq Gletsjer) from
2006-08-11 for 3 authors. Bunce (pink) and Cheng (blue) traces end before
the northern fjord wall while the ESA (yellow) trace ends at the northern
wall. The table shows each calculated retreat amount since the 1978 position
using the Interpolation method and the Centerline method. Landsat-7 image
courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey. Base image has reduced saturation to
increase contrast with traces.
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Figure 2.7: Decadal retreat patterns for available TermPicks data using the
Centerline method. For each panel, the entire decade of traces were averaged
to produce an average position for that decade. The 1940/1950s are an average
over both decades as there are fewer traces available in the 1950s. Then the
average position for the decade is differenced from average position of the
previous decade. The size correlates to magnitude of terminus change, while
red (negative) indicates retreat and blue (positive) indicates advance.
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Figure 2.8: Locations of glaciers that include terminus delineations for at
least three unique months, which is the minimum number of traces required
to resolve seasonality, for the entire TermPicks data set and a subset of authors.
The size of the blue circle indicates how many years there are enough traces
to resolve seasonality, ranging between a single year to up to 40 years.
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Figure 2.9: Example seasonality plots for three glaciers, F. Graae
Gletscher(116), Heinkel Gletsjer (109), and Humboldt Gletsjer (85). The loca-
tion of each of these glaciers is noted in Figure 2.8. Each color corresponds to
either the entire TermPicks data set (purple) or an individual author. Glacier
85 has no individual author data set that can resolve the seasonality.
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Figure 2.10: A: Terminus change between 1990-2020 colored by sinuosity for
Glacier 288 (Sermeq Silarleq). The dashed grey line is the start of progres-
sive retreat as defined in Catania et al. (2018). B: Corresponding map-view
terminus traces For Glacier 288 with every 5th trace colored by sinuosity. C:
Terminus change between 1990-2020 colored by sinuosity for Glacier 291. D:
Corresponding map-view terminus traces for Glacier 291 (Kangerdlugssup Ser-
merssua) with every 5th trace colored by sinuosity. The base map in B and D
is the bed from BedMachine (Morlighem et al., 2017). The black pixels in B
are errors, however they do not impact the overall interpretation of the bed.
The bed scalebar applies to both B and D. The white arrows indicate glacier
flow direction. The red star on the inset map is the location of the glacier on
the Greenland Ice Sheet.
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Figure 2.11: Examples of Landsat image availability (gray) versus termini
traced (orange) for (a) Kangilliup Sermia (Rink Isbræ; 1), a relatively well-
traced glacier, (b) Qeqertaarsuusarsuup Sermia (Tracy Gletsjer; 73), a glacier
representative of the average number of total traces for this dataset, (c) Sermeq
Silarleq (288), the glacier with the highest percentage of available Landsat
images that have been traced in this dataset, and (d) an unnamed glacier
(251), representative of the average percentage of available Landsat images
that have been traced in this dataset.
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Figure 2.12: Median error between pairs of authors, for instances where those
authors have duplicated a glacier trace on a given date. No color indicates two
authors have no duplicated traces between them.
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Figure 2.13: Example terminus change for Glacier 116 (F. Graae Gletscher).
Color and symbol correspond to different authors for each pick.
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Published source Spatial coverage Date range Resolution Method Author key

Andersen et al. (2019) GrIS wide; n =47 1999-2018 Annual Full width PROMICE
Bevan et al. (2012) GrIS wide; n = 14 1985-2011 Sub-annual Full width Bevan
Bevan et al. (2019) Kangerlussuaq; n = 1 1985-2018 Sub-annual Full width Bevan
Bjørk et al. (2012) SE GrIS, n =132 1931-2010 Decadal-sub-decadal Full width Bjork
Black and Joughin NW GrIS; n = 87 1972-2021 Annual Box Black
Brough et al. (2019) Kangerlussuaq, n = 1 2013-2018 Sub-annual Box Brough
Bunce et al. (2018) NW and SE; n = 276 2000-2015 Annual Box Bunce
Carr et al. (2013) NW GrIS; n = 10 1976-2012 Decadal to monthly Box Carr
Carr et al. (2017) GrIS Wide; n = 273 1992-2010 Decadal Box Carr
Carr et al. (2015) Humboldt ; n = 1 1975-2012 Decadal-sub-decadal Full width Carr
Catania et al. (2018) CW GrIS; n = 15 1965-2018 Sub-annual Full width Catania
Cheng et al. (2020) GrIS wide; n = 65 1972-2019 Sub-annual Full width Cheng
Cowton et al. (2018) E GrIS; n = 10 19932012 Sub-annual Box Sole
Fahrner et al. (2021) GrIS wide; n = 224 19842017 Annual Full Width Fahrner
Hill et al. (2017) N GrIS; n = 21 1916-2015 Annual Box Hill
Hill et al. (2018) N GrIS; n = 18 1948-2015 Annual Box Hill
Korsgaard (2021) GrIS Wide; n = 452 19781987 Annual Full width Korsgaard
Moon and Joughin (2008) GrIS wide; n = 203 1992-2007 Sub-decadal Box Moon
Murray et al. (2015a) GrIS wide; n = 199 2000-2010 Sub-annual Full width Murray
Raup et al. (2007) GrIS wide; n = 28 1990-2016 Sub-annual Full width ESA
TermPicks E and W GrIS; n = 13 1985-2019 Sub-annual Full width TermPicks
Wood et al. (2021a) GrIS wide, n = 226 1992-2017 Annual Full width Wood
Zhang et al. (2019) Helheim, Jakob., 2009-2015 Sub-annual Full width Zhang

and Kanger.; n = 3

Table 2.1: Original sources for terminus traces for the TermPicks data set.
Spatial coverage describes the number of glaciers and name/region(s) of the
traces. Date range are the years covered by the data set. Resolution is the
temporal resolution; Annual is approximately one trace per year, sub-annual
is more than one trace per year, decadal is approximately one trace every ten
years, sub-decadal is more than one trace every 10 years, but not each year.
Method is the tracing method used by the author to digitize the terminus.
The Author key is the label given to that data set in the TermPicks data set.
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Source Start End Spatial Temporal Sensor
name date date res. (m) res. (days) type

ASTER 01-2000 11-2020 15-19 16 Multispectral
Landsat 1 07-1972 01-1978 80 18 Multispectral
Landsat 2 01-1975 08-1983 80 18 Multispectral
Landsat 3 03-1978 09-1983 80 18 Multispectral
Landsat 4 07-1982 12-1993 30 16 Multispectral
Landsat 5 03-1984 01-2013 30 16 Multispectral
Landsat 7 04-1999 Ongoing 30 16 Multispectral
Landsat 8 02-2013 Ongoing 30 16 Multispectral
Sentinel 1 04-2014 Ongoing 20 6-12 SAR
Sentinel 2 06-2015 Ongoing 10 12 Multispectral
SPOT-1 02-1986 12-1990 20 26 Multispectral
Corona 06-1959 05-1972 7.5 Irregular Photograph
7th Thule Expedition 1933 1933 Single Photograph
Aerial Oblique Photos
British Arctic Air Route 1931 1931 Single Photograph
Expedition (BAARE)
Danish aerial photos 1978 1987 Single Photograph
US Navy/US Army Air Force 1943 1943 Single Photograph
ALOS-PALSAR 01-2006 04-2011 10-20 14 SAR
ENVISAT 03-2002 04-2012 30 35 SAR
ERS-1 07-1991 03-2000 30 3, 35, and 168 SAR
ERS-2 04-1995 09-2011 30 3, 35, and 168 SAR
JERS-1/ Fuyo-1 02-1992 10-1998 18 44 SAR
TerraSAR-X 01-2008 12-2020 40 11 SAR
RADARSAT 1 11-1995 03-2013 100 11 SAR

Table 2.2: Image sources used in this compilation of manually-traced glacier
terminus trace dataset.
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Flag code Issue

X = 0 Manually-digitized trace
X = 1 Machine-generated trace

X0 No issues
X1 Trace uncertainty due to environment or image

issues (clouds, shadows, missing data, etc.)
X2 Supplemented trace
X3 Landsat 7 SLC off
X4 Incomplete/Box Method
X5 Automatically assigned Image ID

Table 2.3: Flags assigned to output terminus trace data, created in conjunction
with CALFIN (Cheng et al., 2020). All data in the TermPicks dataset has the
prefix of X = 0.

Author Vertices per km Mean median error (m) Median median error (m)

Bevan 2.5 227.5 145.8
Bjørk 14.2 113.6 113.6
Black 5.7 181.9 111.2
Brough N/A N/A N/A
Bunce 14.1 109.0 88.3
Carr 7.1 201.0 98.0
Catania 18.3 112.7 100.9
Cheng 211.1 720.5 171.8
ESA 10.4 321.9 317.8
Fahrner 5.9 139.3 122.5
Hill 10.0 1458.8 309.1
Korsgaard 9.7 N/A N/A
Moon 5.5 148.0 148.0
Murray 6.3 106.7 96.5
PROMICE 16.5 355.5 133.2
Sole 5.4 228.1 144.5
TermPicks 11.8 113.7 78.7
Wood 23.1 114.5 96.7
Zhang 55.7 421.8 452.0

Table 2.4: Mean vertices per kilometer of trace, and mean and median of the
median errors of each author compared to other authors.
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2.6 Supplemental Materials
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Figure 2.14: Heatmap of glacier traces for glaciers 1 to 102. The x-axis is year
and the y-axis is the Glacier ID. The color corresponds to the number of traces
for that basin’s glacier per year, between 1 and ¿25. 0 traces are grey.
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Figure 2.15: Heatmap of glacier traces for glaciers 103 to 205. The x-axis is
year and the y-axis is the Glacier ID. The color corresponds to the number of
traces for that basin’s glacier per year, between 1 and ¿25. 0 traces are grey.
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Figure 2.16: Heatmap of glacier traces for glaciers 206 to 291. The x-axis is
year and the y-axis is the Glacier ID. The color corresponds to the number of
traces for that basin’s glacier per year, between 1 and ¿25. 0 traces are grey.
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Chapter 3

Bed topographic controls on heterogeneous

terminus dynamics in Greenland

Abstract

While the Greenland Ice Sheet has been losing mass ubiquitously, glacier

terminus change is heterogeneous across the ice sheet, and this heterogeneity

has been attributed to differences in glacier bed and the topography of the

fjord. Despite the clear importance of subglacial topography, it is often ex-

amined in the paleo setting, where we lack information about the ice sheet

behavior at the time of deposition, or it is modeled simply without the com-

plexity represented in the observational data. Thus, it remains unclear what

specific aspects of the bed and/or fjord are critical to terminus stability. Here,

we compare terminus retreat over the satellite era to bed geometry across a

suite of glaciers in Greenland with divergent terminus histories to assess what

differences in bed topography control terminus retreat. We identify three

main types of bed features present at locations associated with low terminus

retreat (i.e., long-term stability); moraines, benches, and ridges. Further, sta-

ble glaciers are all grounded on the prograde side of a bed feature, and these

bed features have higher prograde slopes than those found for glaciers that

experienced retreat. In contrast, glaciers that retreated in the satellite era
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initially experienced periods of transient stability on bed features. Retreating

glaciers were also frequently grounded on the retrograde side of the bed feature

before retreating. Finally, we find that different features permit different styles

of terminus retreat, which may affect the timing of retreat onset. Our study

highlights the need for more high-resolution surveys of the glacier terminus

region and complex geometries of pinning points.

3.1 Introduction

The Greenland Ice Sheet has been in negative mass balance since the

1980s, with ∼ 66% of the mass loss attributed to enhanced flow through outlet

glaciers (Mouginot et al., 2019). Glacier mass loss contributes to sea level

rise, with predictions of up to 14 cm of global sea level rise by 2100 from

outlet glacier discharge from the Greenland Ice Sheet alone (Aschwanden et al.,

2019). Although outlet glaciers in Greenland exhibit loss over long time scales,

there is significant heterogeneity in the timing and amount of dynamic change

(Csatho et al., 2014; Mankoff et al., 2020b; Moon et al., 2022; Murray et al.,

2015a) making it difficult to predict the future behavior of any one glacier.

The observed heterogeneity in glacier dynamics can arise from natural climate

variability (Christian et al., 2022) as well as local (fjord-scale) variability in

bed geometry (Catania et al., 2018; Bunce et al., 2018). The geometry of the

bed beneath the ice exerts a first-order control on the state of stress within a

glacier (Bassis and Jacobs , 2013; Pfeffer , 2007). Furthermore, the topography

of the fjords may also block warm Atlantic water from entering the fjords,
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protecting the glacier termini from melting (Straneo et al., 2010; Rignot and

Mouginot , 2012; Rignot et al., 2016a; Bartholomaus et al., 2013). Topography

is not stagnant, but can be built and destroyed over time, as glaciers are

effective erosive agents (Koppes and Hallet , 2006) that can bring large volumes

of sediment to their termini, forming moraines (Alley et al., 1997; Cowton

et al., 2012). This raises the possibility that some of the heterogeneity found

in Greenland glacier dynamics over time may alternatively be explained as a

result of the complex interactions between sediment and ice sheet dynamics

(Brinkerhoff et al., 2017).

As a glacier retreats on a retrograde bed slope, its terminus retreats to

deeper parts of the bed, and the ice at the grounding line becomes thicker. As

a result, the ice flux must increase, creating a positive feedback that enables

further retreat, known as the Marine Ice Sheet Instability (MISI Schoof , 2007;

Weertman, 1974). In Greenland, MISI is observable on the scale of the out-

let glaciers, as the retreat of each individual glacier appears to be paced by

the size of the local over-deepening immediately behind the terminus (Carr

et al., 2015; Catania et al., 2018). The converse is also true, as bed bumps

(including moraines) stabilize glaciers due to flow restriction (Warren, 1991;

Enderlin et al., 2013; Lthi et al., 2016; Morlighem et al., 2016a). In fact, bed

bumps at glacier termini may be the most important in determining the future

evolution of a glacier in response to climate change (Castleman et al., 2022).

Indeed, recent model work by Robel et al. (2022) suggests that terminus per-

sistence at bed bumps is associated with more steeply sloped retrograde bed
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slopes at these bumps. However, despite the importance of bed bumps, the

specific aspects of their morphology and geometry that might be responsible

for heterogeneous glacier terminus behavior have not been examined.

The impact of bed bumps on glaciers is readily evident in the paleo-

environment, where moraines and other glacial landforms serve as indicators

of fast flow and terminus position over time (Winkelmann et al., 2010; Batche-

lor et al., 2019; Arndt et al., 2015). This work suggests that any relationships

identified in the modern glaciological setting should hold true for the paleo-

glaciological setting; retreat rate increases as the glacier moves into deeper

parts of the fjord (Greenwood et al., 2021), and the glaciers stabilize when

they enter more constricted parts of the fjord (Briner et al., 2009). However,

the elevation of bed topographic features does not always act as an impediment

to retreat, particularly in the case of fast flow (Greenwood et al., 2021), sug-

gesting that other aspects of these features might be important controls on ice

dynamics. While paleo-glaciological studies typically examine bed topography

with high-resolution instrumentation, they cannot obtain simultaneous high-

resolution terminus dynamics (at the time of deposition) to ascertain how the

terminus position is controlled by different aspects of bed morphology. This

is the focus of the present study. Our goal is to quantify the morphological

variability across bed topographic features where glaciers have experienced

standstills (persistent and transient). We explore these relationships between

glacier populations that have experienced regional (although heterogeneous)

retreat beginning in the late 1990s. We examine the bed using BedMachineV4
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(Morlighem et al., 2017) in fjords with bathymetric surveys that allow an exam-

ination of paleo-topographic features at times when glaciers were in standstill

during the satellite era. We also use new records of terminus position over

this same time period (Goliber et al., 2022; Cheng et al., 2020) with a reso-

lution high enough to allow examination of the variability in the position of

the terminus at standstills. We find very diverse bed geometries across this

population and the prograde slope, lateral shape, as well as the initial po-

sition compared to a bed peak are important factors on the recent stability

of Greenland glaciers. Our work suggests that, given a climate perturbation,

differences in bed slope, terminus position on that bed slope, and feature type

present in the fjord may determine whether a glacier will retreat.

3.2 Methods

Our main goal for this study is to examine differences in terminus bed

topography across a population of glaciers that have experienced heteroge-

neous terminus change during the satellite era. Although Greenland has ∼

300 outlet glaciers, not all of these glaciers have sufficient data to allow exam-

ination of how bed topography controls terminus dynamics. For this task we

require; 1) an adequate number of terminus traces per year (n>2 in unique

months per year) to examine the change in terminus position, sub-annual

interaction between the terminus and the bed geometry, and the map-view

pattern of terminus change; 2) adequately resolved bed/fjord topography in

the vicinity of past and present-day terminus standstills, and; 3) heterogeneity
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in the glacier dynamic behavior over the satellite era to provide contrasting

inferences of the controls of bed topography on glacier dynamics to be tested.

Further details on each of these requirements are provided below.

3.2.1 Identifying Glaciers with Adequate Data

Terminus trace data come from delineations of the ice-ocean boundary

of outlet glaciers using satellite or aerial images at a specific date. These data

are provided through a combination of the TermPicks and CALFIN data sets

(Goliber et al., 2022; Cheng et al., 2020). In some cases, we correct CALFIN

terminus traces that erroneously extend along the fjord walls by manually

clipping these to the ice-ocean boundary. In combination, TermPicks and

CALFIN data cover the time period 1916-2020; however, we only examined

those glaciers where there are more than two terminus traces in unique months

per year. This allows us to examine both long-term retreat and seasonality.

With this restriction, viable terminus data extend over the time period 1985-

2019. Most glaciers in Greenland began their retreat in the late 1990s (Catania

et al., 2018; Murray et al., 2015a), so we cover this time period and can examine

the topographic features of the bed from which these glaciers retreated at this

time.

We also wish to have a balanced number of glaciers experiencing retreat

and stability over the observational period. Thus, we need to examine the total

terminus change over time to classify glaciers as retreating or stable over the

satellite era. To quantify glacier terminus change, we use raw terminus trace
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data to calculate the mean position of the terminus for each trace as a time

series following Catania et al. (2018). We also computed a long-term average

terminus position by interpolating this raw signal over a 14-day time interval

(to account for missing data) and applied a 4-year moving average to remove

seasonality in the raw terminus data. This long-term average terminus position

is then used to classify glaciers as “retreat” glaciers if they have retreated more

than 1 km over the observation period and “stable” glaciers if they have not

moved more than 1 km. Since the majority of glaciers in the Greenland Ice

Sheet have been in a phase of retreat since the 1990s, there are far fewer glaciers

that have remained in persistent standstill over the satellite era. To compare

populations of different sizes, we make use of Welch’s T-Test (Welch, 1947),

which can determine the significance of differences between populations with

small sample sizes (n < 30). We report the results of the t test as t(degrees of

freedom) = the t-statistic, p = the p-value.

Finally, we limit our observations to glaciers with adequate bed topo-

graphic data using data from BedMachineV4, a Greenland wide ice bed/fjord

topographic map (Morlighem et al., 2017). BedMachineV4 combines extensive

ship-based bathymetric and ice-penetrating radar surveys in a mass conserva-

tion approach to create a data-constrained ice thickness and bed topography

estimate for Greenland that includes many fjords. Where bathymetry data

are available right in front of an outlet glacier terminus and radar data are

available upstream of the terminus, bed topography across glacier termini is

seamless. Uncertainties in bed topography arise in areas where data are sparse.
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We used the BedMachineV4 source location mask to identify where bathymet-

ric and/or radar data are available for each glacier. We numerically classify

the data coverage for each glacier fjord in BedMachineV4 as follows. A clas-

sification of 1 is given when bathymetric coverage and radar data extend to

the location of a standstill. A classification of 2 is given when there is only

bathymetric coverage. A classification of 3 is given when there is only radar

coverage. Finally, a classification of 4 is given for when there are neither suf-

ficient bathymetry nor radar data for a particular glacier standstill. For this

study, we restricted our analysis to glaciers that are classified as 1 through 3

and note that most glaciers with long-term standstills do not have bathymetry

surveys in the fjords (classified as 4).

Together, these three factors provide a population of glaciers with suf-

ficient terminus and bed topographic data and a range of dynamic behavior

(Supp. Table 3.6). We find that 157 glaciers have adequate terminus trace

data. Of these glaciers, 96 also have adequate bed topography (classified as 1

or 2). Of these 96 glaciers, we retain 9 glaciers that remained stable through-

out the time period and 31 that experienced some retreat, resulting in an

examination of a total of 40 glaciers in this study. Glacier 112 is the only

glacier we retain with a classification of 3 to increase the population of stable

glaciers. We disregard 56 additional glaciers with adequate data because they

either did not have long-term stability before retreat that could be identified

from the terminus data, high bed data error, or were floating (Supp. Table

3.6).
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3.2.2 Glacier Properties

In order to compare across this diverse population of glaciers, we also

examine glacier dynamic properties for each glacier to determine whether they

might play a role in controlling terminus behavior. We used the mean ice thick-

ness and terminus velocity between 2000-2019 for each glacier from King et al.

(2020) who derived data from a combination of AeroDEM, ASTER, Arctic-

DEM, and BedMachineV3 data, surface velocity from Landsat and TerraSAR/

TanDEM-X InSAR data. They also computed ice discharge as a combination

of ice thickness and velocity at a flux gate upstream of the terminus. Finally,

we calculate the height of the glacier terminus above buoyancy (Hab) following

van der Veen (1996),

Hab = H − ρsw
ρi
D

where D is the fjord depth below mean sea level, H is the ice thickness, ρsw

is the density of seawater, and ρi the density of ice. We use the 1985-1987

AeroDEM (Korsgaard et al., 2016) with vertical accuracy of ∼6 m for sur-

face elevation, BedMachineV4 for bed elevation and ice thickness, a seawater

density of 1023.6 kg/m3 and an ice density of 917 kg/m3. We used the geoid

height included with BedMachineV4 to convert to heights referenced to the

WGS84 ellipsoid. We resampled the AeroDEM to 150 m to match the res-

olution of the BedMachineV4 data. We compute Hab within ∼2 km of the

terminus across the entire terminus trace that aligns with the DEM locally
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and take the median value to get a single value per glacier. We define glaciers

with a median value of <50 m Hab as “floating” and those with >50 m Hab as

“grounded”.

3.2.3 Identifying Standstills

We identify standstills in the terminus trace record using the long-term

average terminus position and examining where the terminus position does not

retreat more than it had in the previous two or more summers. Conversely,

we define the terminus as being in a state of active retreat when we observe

more retreat in a given year than in the previous two summers. For simplic-

ity, we ignore glacier advance by labeling these termini as standstills. We use

these definitions of standstill and retreat to label individual glacier terminus

traces (e.g., Figs. 3.1, 3.2). We then identify longer-term periods of stability

where there are >5 years of consecutive terminus traces that are classified as

in standstill. If the standstill was transient (the glacier subsequently retreated

from this location during the observational period), we term this a “transient

standstill”. If the glacier never moved from the standstill during the obser-

vational period, we term this a “persistent standstill”. Finally, many glaciers

have more than one standstill location because they retreated after a period of

stability (transient standstill) and then restabilized at a new location further

up-glacier. We term these new standstills where glaciers restabilized “restabi-

lizing standstills”. This additional classification also expands the number of

standstills where the terminus remains stable, providing an additional eight
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examples to this population (although they are distinguished in our results).

3.2.4 Bed Morphology at Standstills

With these standstill locations and types identified, we then extract

the properties of the bed at each standstill location. First, we determine

if there are positive topographic features present at the standstill compared

to the surrounding topography (Fig. 3.1 A, D, G). Bed features are manually

delineated in QGIS (QGIS Development Team, 2022) to determine their extent

using a combination of elevation contours from the bed topography map and

slope breaks based on a directional slope map for each glacier. Directional slope

is a method that calculates the slope of a surface in a user-defined direction

(Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987; Neteler and Mitasova, 2013). We used the

Directional Slope Plug-in in QGIS (Alberti , 2018) to determine the directional

slope of the BedMachineV4 topography data in the direction of ice flow for

each glacier using

αD = arctan

[
dz

dx
sinα +

dz

dy
cosα

]
where αD represents the directional slope, α is the angle at which we calculate

the slope direction relative to the fjord walls. The directional gradients are

derived at each pixel in the elevation data following Zevenbergen and Thorne

(1987),

dz

dx
=

(i, j + 1)− (i, j + 1)

2S
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dz

dy
=

(i− 1, j)− (i+ 1, j)

2S

where (i,j) are row and column indexes of the center of a 3x3 kernel and S

is the pixel size. To determine α for each pixel, we create a grid at each

glacier where each pixel in the grid has a value that indicates an angle of ice

flow direction. To create this grid, at least three flow lines are drawn in the

direction of ice flow along the bed topography following the fjord walls. We

then interpolate points 150 m along the line to determine the angle between

each point. These points are then interpolated onto a 150 m grid using nearest

neighbor interpolation. The directional slope is calculated using this grid

creating maps of directional slope for each glacier (e.g., Fig. 3.1 B, E, H). We

also extract the mean directional slope at each terminus trace by interpolating

150 m points along each trace, sampling the directional slope, then taking the

mean slope across that trace. This is useful over using the maximum slope as

it allows us to identify where positive and retrograde bed slopes occur in the

general direction of ice flow. The edge of bed features are generally located

where the prograde/retrograde side of the feature approaches zero (e.g. Fig.

3.1 B), or where the contours show a valley, or topographic low or flattening

(e.g. Fig. 3.1 E).

There are some cases where there are no discernible positive bed fea-

tures in the locations of standstills. There are also standstills with more than

one positive bed feature present. To simplify our analysis we only categorize

the most prominent feature that is impacting glacier termini at the initial
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standstill. This is often evident through examination of the map-view pat-

tern of terminus retreat over the bed feature. For example, Fig.3.1B shows a

smaller positive bed feature located just northeast of the feature of interest

but we do not examine this feature as the glacier terminus does not appear to

be impacted by it.

3.2.5 Characterizing Standstill Features

Using the map-view areal extent of bed features at standstills we com-

pute several morphological properties from the bed topographic data within

the extent. First, we distinguish between the prograde (fjord-facing) and ret-

rograde (glacier-facing) sides of bed features using the location of the zero

contour of the directional slope, located on the crest of the feature. We take

the mean of all pixels in each of the areas defined as the prograde and retro-

grade sides of each bed feature to compute the mean prograde and retrograde

bed slopes. Second, we locate the peak of each feature by taking the minima of

the slope (1st derivative) of the bed topography. As we are attempting to iso-

lated the peak outside of the fjord walls, we cannot simply take the max height

of the bed topography as this will identify the higher elevation fjord walls. The

slope will approach zero when topography at a local minima or maxima, or

at a peak or valley. Features that are simple bumps will be straightforward

as peak will be defined where the crest of the feature is clearly located (Fig.

3.2I). For features that connect to fjord walls or may be elongated laterally,

many minima may be located along the crest of the feature, therefore we take
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the mean location of all minima located along the crest. We then snap the

location of this initial peak to closest point on the zero directional slope con-

tour (i.e. crest of the feature) and this is where we define the bed peak. This

is useful in cases where the along flow profile of our feature has a clear peak,

but the across-flow profile is at a minimum in the fjord (Fig. 3.2). We identify

a peak in order to compare between features and the location of the termini

to a central location. Third, we use the areal extent to determine both the

across-flow and along-flow feature lengths. Fourth, we compute the percentage

of the cross-sectional fjord area that the feature takes up in two-dimensions

using the across-fjord length as a percentage of the total fjord width. Finally,

we calculate the centroid of each terminus trace using the Shapely centroid

method in Python (Gillies , 2013). The terminus centroid gives us an average

terminus position in map-view that can be used to quantify the distance be-

tween the terminus and the peak of the bed feature present over time. We

compute the distance between the bed peak and the terminus centroid and

then label the distance as either down-fjord of the bed peak or up-fjord of the

bed peak if the terminus centroid falls on the down-fjord or up-fjord side of a

line across-fjord at the location of the bed peak. Since the bed peak does not

always line up with the terminus centroid, the distance between the two is a

minimum (but perhaps not zero) when the centroid is closest to the bed peak.

For retreating glaciers, we calculate the mean distance between the terminus

centroid and the bed peak before the onset of retreat and for stable glaciers,

we take the mean of the entire record.
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Since the location of bed features may be controlled by the lithology of

the bedrock due to differential erosion related to material strength, we examine

bedrock geology of the fjord walls adjacent to identified standstills. Geologic

information is provided by Harrison et al. (2011) and found in the QGreenland

QGIS package (Moon et al., 2022). For simplicity we categorize geology into

three generalized types based on their erodibility; 1) crystalline rocks that

include either metamorphic or volcanic intrusive facies; 2) sedimentary facies

that include both carbonate and sedimentary rocks; and 3) varied lithology,

which reflects a combination of sedimentary and volcanic facies. Additionally,

we identify contacts between these three geologic rock types to determine if

they are aligned with standstill locations. While we recognize that this analysis

over-simplifies the complex geology of Greenland, our goal is to broadly identify

correlation between lithology and standstills.

Finally, we also explore how the terminus behaves as it interacts with

the bed feature by examining if the terminus sits mostly on the prograde or

retrograde side of the bed feature, or if it oscillates between the two sides. To

do this we first compute the centroid of each terminus trace in the raw terminus

data. Then, we measure the distance between the terminus centroid and the

peak of the bed feature we are interested in. We then examine the directional

slope at each terminus trace as it approaches (and potentially retreats past) the

bed feature of interest. Across both retreating and stable glacier populations,

we find three general patterns in how glacier termini interact with bed slope

as the termini approach peaks in bed topography; Mode 1) termini remain
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primarily on the retrograde side; Mode 2) termini remain primarily on the

prograde side or; Mode 3) termini oscillate between retrograde and prograde

sides of the bed peak (Fig. 3.3). For transient standstills, this is the mean

distance from the peak before the onset of retreat. For persistent standstills,

this is the mean distance over the study period.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Glacier and Fjord Characteristics

Our population of 40 glaciers reside in the North West, Central West,

and Southeast regions of Greenland (Fig. 3.4). The majority of these glaciers

(77%; n=31) have experienced at least one large (> 1 km) retreat event during

the observational period (1985-2019) while the remaining 9 glaciers (23%) have

been stable for the observational period. Of the 31 retreating glaciers, 16 of

them (51%) restabilized at some point upstream of the of the first standstill,

while the remaining 15 have continued to retreat through the entire observa-

tional period. We include 8 of the 16 restabilized glaciers in this analysis as

they have sufficient bathymetry and/or radar at the new standstill location.

We find no significant differences in ice thickness or ice discharge be-

tween the stable glacier population (mean H=355±144 m; mean D=2.1±3.1

GT/yr) and the retreat glacier population (mean H=344±141.3 m; mean

D=2.0±2.2 GT/yr; Tables 3.1, 3.2; Fig. 3.5). However, because 28% of re-

treating glaciers are near flotation at their termini (Fig. 3.5), the mean height

above buoyancy for retreating glaciers (75±42 m) is significantly lower than
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that for stable glaciers (135 m±61 m; t(10.3) = -2.7, p = 0.02). Finally, we

find no significant differences in fjord lithology between stable and retreating

glaciers, however, we do find that 30% of standstill locations are located in

areas with geologic contacts (Fig. 3.6).

3.3.2 Bed Morphology at Standstills

All but two of the 40 glaciers have bed features present (95%; Fig.

3.4). Fjords without bed features are restricted to the South Eastern coast

of Greenland. We classify the bed features found at standstills into three

categories depending on their overall morphology: moraines, benches, and

ridges. Moraines are identified when the bed has an along-fjord topographic

high that is uniform across-fjord within a range of ∼50% of the across-fjord

length (e.g., Figs. 3.1G-I and 3.2C). Ridges are identified as bed features with

an isolated high near the center of the fjord in both the across- and along-fjord

directions. Thus, across-fjord bed topography for ridges has a characteristic

’W’ shape with minima between the ridge and the fjord walls (e.g., Figs. 3.1D-

F and 3.2B). Ridges are the most difficult to identify because of the influence of

fjord walls and there is a high degree of variability in ridge shape. The majority

of ridges (5 out of 6) are found in fjords with an upstream convergence of two

glaciers that were once tributaries to a central, larger glacier (Fig. 3.1D-F).

Finally, we define benches as bed features with an along-fjord topographic high

that lies along only one side of the fjord, providing a characteristic bench-shape

in the across-fjord direction (e.g., Figs. 3.1A-C and 3.2A). For all fjords studied
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here, moraines are the most common feature type (57% of fjords), followed by

benches (22%), ridges (15%), and then no feature (5%) (Fig. 3.4). There is a

weak correlation between bedrock type and feature type. For example, bench

features are only found in fjords bounded by crystalline lithology, while ridges

and moraines have more variable lithology bounding those standstill locations

(Fig. 3.6).

3.3.3 Terminus Behavior at Standstills

In addition to categorizing bed morphology at glacier standstills, we

also examine how the terminus behaved for each type of standstill identified.

We acknowledge that Greenland Ice Sheet glaciers have been retreating since

the Little Ice Age, and thus categorize the standstills at termini that did not

retreat during the observational period as “persistent standstills.” Further,

we categorize standstills that termini retreated from during the observational

period as “transient standstills.” Finally, “restabilizing standstills” are stand-

stills that caused retreating termini to restabilize during the observational

period. Of the 40 glaciers in our study, 31 of them retreated from transient

standstills, 8 restabilized at restabilizing standstills, and 9 never retreated

(persistent standstills). This gives us a total of 48 standstills. Glaciers with

transient standstills have the most heterogeneity in bed morphology at the

standstill (Fig. 3.7); 48% are moraines, 26% are benches, 19% are ridges and

6% have no discernible bed feature present at the transient standstill. For

both restabilizing standstills and persistent standstills we find only bench and
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moraine bed features present (Fig. 3.4), with more moraines at persistent

standstill locations (89%) compared to restabilizing standstills (75%) (Fig.

3.7).

In addition to differences in morphology, different standstill types ap-

pear to influence the position of the glacier terminus. At transient standstills

(where termini retreated from), termini are more likely to be located on the

retrograde side of the bed feature present before retreat. Of the 31 glaciers

that retreated from standstills, 29 of them have bed features at the transient

standstill identified in the fjord. Of these 29, 18 (62%) of these had termini

that were either entirely on the retrograde side of the bed feature (Mode 2:

n=8, 28%) or oscillating into the retrograde side periodically (Mode 3: n=9,

31%;Fig. 3.3, Table 3.5). This is markedly different for persistent standstills,

which were more likely to have termini grounded on the prograde side of bed

features present in these locations (Mode 1: n=6, 67%) or oscillating regularly

across the peak in bed topography (Mode 3: n=3, 33%; Fig. 3.3, Table 3.5).

In addition, when glaciers retreat from transient standstill locations they tend

to have a larger range in distance between the terminus centroid and the bed

feature peak before retreat when compared to glaciers that remain stable at

persistent standstill locations, where the terminus centroid is typically very

close to the bed feature peak (Fig. 3.8). The one outlier for the stable glacier

population here is Glacier 33, which has a very large stabilizing moraine, there-

fore the peak is very far from the termini. Finally, we also observe variations

in retreat style as termini retreat from transient standstills of various mor-
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phologies. Out of all 40 glaciers, approximately 23 (57%) experience terminus

change that is greater on one side of the terminus than another, which we term

’swinging door’ retreat (Fig. 3.9). This definition can be quantified as a style

of retreat where approximately 50% of the terminus on a single date is greater

on one side of the terminus than the other (Fig. 3.9).

3.3.4 Bed Feature Properties at Standstills

For each standstill population (transient, persistent, and restabilizing)

we examine a suite of bed properties associated with the bed feature at the

standstill location (where available). We find significant differences in the

mean prograde slope between bed features across standstill type. Transient

standstills have bed features with smaller prograde slopes (4.4±2.6◦) than

those found at both persistent (8.1±3.4◦; Table 3.3) and restablizing stand-

stills (6.9±1.9◦; Table 3.4). We do not find significant differences in the mean

retrograde slope of bed features across standstill type. For example, transient

standstills have bed features with only slightly smaller retrograde slopes of

3.7±2.7◦, compared to those at persistent (5.1±4.1◦), or restabilizing stand-

stills (4.7±2.1◦; Tables 3.3, 3.4). Examining within the population of transient

standstills, there is no significant difference in bed slope (either prograde or ret-

rograde) between ridges, benches, and moraines (Fig. 3.7). However, within

the persistent and restabilizing standstill populations, we find that benches

have steeper prograde and retrograde slopes than moraines (Fig. 3.7), although

there are markedly smaller populations of benches available for analysis.
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We examine other properties of bed features at standstills including the

percent of the total fjord cross-sectional area that the bed feature occupies, the

depth below sea level to the peak of the bed feature, the along-flow length of

the bed feature, and the map-view area of the bed feature (Fig. 3.10). Similar

to slope values, we find significant differences in the sizes of bed features across

transient, persistent, and restabilizing standstills. Transient standstills have

bed features with a large range in values of % fjord occupied with a mean of

73±29%. This value is significantly different when compared to bed features

at persistent standstills (96±11%) and bed features at restabilizing standstills

(89±21%). This is expected because transient standstills have bed features

that are more likely to be either ridge or bench type in their morphology, both

of which are inherently smaller bed features than moraines.

The mean depth (in m below sea level) of the peak of bed features

is also significantly different between those found at transient standstills and

persistent standstills, but not between those found at transient and restablizing

standstills because of the large range found across each of these populations

(Fig. 3.10D, Table 3.3, 3.4). We find that bed features at persistent standstills

have significantly shallower peak heights on average (-61±107 m) compared to

those at transient standstills (-174±193 m) or restabilizing standstills (15±302

m) (Fig. 3.10D, Table 3.3, 3.4). We find additional subtle morphological

differences across bed features including area and along-fjord length, however

none of these differences are significant (Fig. 3.10, Tables 3.3, 3.4).
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3.4 Discussion

Glacier bed/fjord topography is complex and heterogeneous between

fjords making it challenging to elucidate how glacier termini are influenced by

bed topography. We use the simple approach of examining the topography

right at the terminus during periods of standstill and find that most glaciers

have bed topographic features present at standstills with only two out of our

forty glacier standstills having no bed topographic feature present. This is

not a new finding as the presence of paleo-morainal features are ubiquitous in

paleo-glaciolgical studies and are used to infer standstill conditions at these

locations (Winkelmann et al., 2010; Batchelor et al., 2019; Arndt et al., 2015).

However, knowing the state of the glacier during its interaction with each bed

feature gives us unique perspective into the specific properties of a bed feature

that may be important in controlling how the glacier responds to that feature.

One caveat of this is that we only have topography data after glacier retreat

and do not know the state of the bed before the glacier terminus was in that

location. Thus, it is impossible to know if the topography is influencing the

glacier dynamic behavior or if the glacier dynamic behavior is influencing the

topography. For example, stable glaciers may be more able to build bed fea-

tures with that are larger and have steeper slopes because of their persistence

at a constant location. We also find that the retreat population of glaciers are

more commonly floating or near floatation at their termini, which may con-

tribute to their prevalence for retreat and their ability to build buttressing bed

features. Despite these caveats, we find key differences in bed features across
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our population of standstill types permitting development of a classification

of feature by morphology (Fig. 3.4).

When we examine the bed features at standstills and compare feature

properties across populations of glaciers that retreated compared to those that

did not, we find that the most prominent factors that correlate to glacier state

are the prograde bed slope, location of the terminus on the prograde part of the

bed feature, feature type, and feature size (% fjord and peak depth). Stable

and restabilizing standstills are more likely to have moraines over ridges and

benches. Further, because moraines (by definition) extend across the entire

fjord they tend to occupy a greater percentage of the fjord cross sectional

area than other feature types. Thus, because stable and restablizing glacier

populations are composed more of moraine-type features, we see moderate

correlation between glacier state at the standstill and the fjord cross sectional

area of a feature; larger bed features are present at persistent and restabilizing

standstills. For restabilizing glacier populations, there are some bed features

that are now above sea level suggesting that restabilization of the terminus

occurred as a result of the glacier becoming decoupled from the ocean (Fig.

3.10D). We also find that the prograde bed slope is correlated to glacier state

with prograde bed slopes up to 4 degrees steeper for glaciers that are stable

or have restabilized compared to those experiencing retreat.

Previous model studies suggest that the retrograde bed slope is critical

for determining if glaciers persist at a standstills with steeper retrograde bed

slopes responsible for longer term persistence (Robel et al., 2022). Our ret-
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rograde bed slope data exhibits considerable range for the stable and retreat

glacier populations making it difficult to draw similar conclusions to Robel

et al. (2022). This may be a consequence of the differences in data coverage

upstream of glacier termini where we often rely on single along-flow radar

flights to determine bed geometry. If we assume that the prograde bed slope

scales with the retrograde bed slope, which seems true on average (Fig. 3.10A,

B), we can use prograde bed slope as an approximation for retrograde bed slope

in order to interrogate differences in the duration of glacier standstills. We see

general correlation between prograde bed slope and glacier stability (as dis-

cussed above), but we also see hints of correlation between prograde bed slope

and the timing of retreat. While most glaciers retreated in the late 1990s/early

2000s, Glacier 171 retreated much later than the general population of retreat

glaciers (in 2016), and has the steepest prograde bed slope across all standstill

features in the retreating glacier population (12o; Fig. 3.10A).

In addition to feature type, size, and prograde bed slope, we also find

that stable and restablized glaciers have their termini more often situated

down-fjord of the bed feature prior to retreat (thus are on the prograde bed

slope). This confirms prior research suggesting that glaciers grounded on pro-

grade bed slopes can remain persistent (Motyka et al., 2017; Carr et al., 2015;

Millan et al., 2018; Catania et al., 2018; Bunce et al., 2018) likely because

ice flux increases downstream of the bed peak (Robel et al., 2022). Indeed,

because stable glaciers tend to have higher prograde bed slopes this may keep

them from retreating to the retrograde part of the bed feature. However,
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simply having termini grounded on retrograde bed slopes is not sufficient to

initiate retreat because we find many glaciers at persistent standstill that are

regularly grounded on the retrograde part of the bed feature. This suggests

that topography alone does not control retreat but topography may prime a

glacier to experience retreat if it experiences a perturbation to the climate sys-

tem that permits it to remain at standstill (Millan et al., 2018; Catania et al.,

2018; Bunce et al., 2018). Similar conclusions were found in a recent study by

Christian et al. (2022) who found that glacier termini that were downstream,

but closer to their bed peaks were more likely to retreat into regions of the

bed with retrograde bed slopes. Therefore, the stable glaciers that tend to

oscillate are likely to retreat with future climate warming.

The style of retreat (its pattern in map-view) is also correlated to fea-

ture type. Because they do not occupy the entire fjord width, bench and ridge

feature types tend to more commonly produce a “swinging door” retreat style

(Fig. 3.9) where the retreat rate is slower where it is in contact with the

bed feature and faster elsewhere. Examination of ice-ocean thermal forcing

suggests that glacier termini at depths of 200 m or more are at a greater risk

of retreat due to ocean warming (Wood et al., 2021a; Straneo and Heimbach,

2013; Holland et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2016b). Thus, one mechanism for the

swinging door retreat style may simply be exposure of the deeper parts of the

terminus to warmer ocean waters. Further, the more a terminus deviates from

a straight line over variable topography, there is an increase in the submerged

area of the front, which when combined with higher ice flux, is known to cor-
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relate with retreat (Frank et al., 2022). Swinging door retreat style may also

result because of the steeper bed slopes experienced by the terminus where it

is in contact with the bench (Fig. 3.1). A reason for this may be because the

parts of the termini grounded at deeper depths may approach flotation condi-

tions permitting large-scale full-thickness calving events to dominate calving

style here. Calving styles that vary across glacier termini are not currently

captured in ice sheet models (van Dongen et al., 2021; Amaral et al., 2019),

but may be helpful to reproduce the observed terminus position with time.

While we find some clear relationships between bed feature type and

morphology to glacier state there are several shortcomings to this study. First,

inferring long term stability (>100 years) is more difficult given that our ob-

servational period only covers ∼40 years. This is particularly true for our con-

clusions regarding the restabilizing population of glaciers because they have

only remained at these standstills for short periods of time (mean of ∼7.5

years). Our results are further limited because of the small sample size of

stable glaciers compared to the size of the retreating glacier population. Fur-

ther, because stable glaciers have not retreated from a current bed feature,

they are more likely to be under-sampled in terms of bathymetry. We also do

not include glaciers that do not exhibit a more complex pattern of terminus

change than those discussed here (persistent, transient, restabilizing). For ex-

ample, a glacier may be present at a standstill feature, however the terminus

change record could be highly variable and therefore inferring a single period

of stability and retreat is non-trivial. The low resolution of the BedMachine
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topography product may be obscuring some details of the features we have

identified and we also do not account for the impact of bed features found

downstream of glacier termini. Prior work suggests that the overall depth and

shape of the fjord influences its connection to warm waters on the continental

shelf and how these warm waters might reach glacier termini (Slater et al.,

2022; Carroll et al., 2016). Further, the shape of the fjord can influence circu-

lation within the fjords (Slater et al., 2018) and the export of calved icebergs,

which can create melange-choked fjords that impact calving (Amundson et al.,

2010; Cassotto et al., 2015; Robel , 2017).

3.5 Conclusions

In this study, we examine the morphological variability across bed to-

pographic features where glaciers have experienced standstills (persistent and

transient). Our work suggests that some of the glacier-to-glacier heterogeneity

in retreat style, timing, and rate may be related to differences in bed slope,

terminus position on that bed slope, and feature type present in the fjord. We

also find that retreating glaciers were more commonly floating or near flota-

tion at their termini before retreat suggesting that they may not be able to

produce the same types of features as found at termini that are fully grounded.

Future studies integrating the impact of bed topography on transient and per-

sistent stability with studies of ice melange, submarine discharge, flotation,

and terminus shape will further aid in understanding the mechanisms behind

complex heterogeneous changes at marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland.
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This study also highlights the need for more high-resolution ice-penetrating

radar surveys of the terminus region of glaciers, particularly at persistent ter-

mini, in order to capture the complex geometries of stability points.
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Glacier Onset Date Terminus change Ice Discharge Thickness Velocity Hab
ID 1985-2019 (km) 2000-19 (GT/yr) 2000-19 (m) 2000-19 (m/yr) 1985 (m)

2 2002.5 4.4 1.25 486.5 537.5 65
3 2003.2 -8.5 0.62 261.0 761.4 34
7 1997.7 -5.0 5.80 334.0 887.2 29
19 1998.7 -1.1 0.08 169.7 119.5 98
22 1985.7 -6.7 0.92 383.7 132.6 42
29 1985.2 -3.2 3.09 304.1 531.8 56
32 1998.6 -5.2 3.98 385.2 1457.2 70
35 2010.6 -2.2 1.48 372.2 467.3 74
44 2000.2 -1.5 0.66 246.4 796.5 16
49 1997.7 -4.2 1.28 395.5 579.0 25
54 1998.3 -2.2 0.73 301.9 757.3 26
58 1998.6 -1.1 (1989) 86
61 1997.7 -4.2 (1989) 0.73 227.4 267.7 44
63 1999.5 -1.3 (1988) 0.07 102.0 125.6 83
65 1999.7 -4.3 (1988) 0.43 237.3 300.6 23
73 1999.5 -6.9 (1986) 1.65 370.8 1067.7 -12
77 2008.5 -1.2 (1986) 0.11 129.0 261.1 56
171 2016.1 -1.9 3.76 874.5 861.6 131
210 2001.6 -2.3 5.15 357.6 791.9 112
213 2000.7 -2.7 0.56 220.7 422.4 137
231 2000.7 -4.3 (1992) 8.09 569.7 1181.9 94
233 1997.2 -5.9 (1992) 2.65 418.5 1691.5 82
247 1996.4 -3.1 (1992) 5.10 433.2 1891.9 87
248 1999.6 -1.0 (1996) 0.88 435.8 727.1 193
252 2001.6 -2.7 (1992) 1.71 393.0 828.9 91
280 1998.6 -1.9 0.53 363.6 389.7 131
281 2001.8 -2.4 1.29 343.2 768.5 78
282 1998.2 -0.3 7.14 368.3 2059.6 100
285 1998.6 -1.5 0.18 295.4 259.5 100
289 2000.3 -3.2 0.62 323.6 471.5 85
290 2001.2 -1.2 0.11 220.2 224.1 108

Mean -2.86 2.02 344.1 720.7 76
STD 2.37 2.19 141.3 502.8 42

Table 3.1: Glaciers with standstills defined as ’transient’ for this study. Retreat
estimates are the difference between 1985-2019 terminus positions derived from
TermPicks and CALFIN datasets. Mean ice discharge, thickness, and velocity
estimates between 2000-2019 are derived from King et al. 2020. The Hab

values are median values from within ∼2 km of the terminus of the AeroDEM
in 1985.
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Glacier Terminus change Ice Discharge Thickness Velocity Hab
ID 1985-2019 (km) 2000-19 (GT/yr) 2000-19 (m) 2000-19 (m/yr) 1985 (m)

11 -0.13 1.19 423.6 612.8 77
33 -0.09 0.72 318.6 278.3 270
112 0.08 0.25 120.1 588.4 95
227 0.15 (1992) 0.13 217.2 364.0 162
229 0.12 (1992) 1.17 203.2 1791.3 135
264 0.28 (1992) 3.68 496.8 1699.7 122
284 0.58 9.91 450.6 3395.9 98
287 -0.21 0.63 485.4 412.0 175
291 -0.06 2.22 483.7 757.3 83

Mean 0.08 2.21 355.5 1100.0 135
STD 0.23 2.91 135.8 967.0 58

Table 3.2: Glaciers with standstills defined as ”persistent” for this study. Re-
treat estimates are the difference between the 1985-2019 terminus positions
derived from the TermPicks and CALFIN datasets. Mean ice discharge, thick-
ness, and velocity estimates between 2000-2019 are derived from King et al.
(2020). The Hab values are median values within ∼ 2 km of the AeroDEM
terminus in 1985.

t-statistic p-value

Mean prograde slope -2.988 0.012
Mean retrograde slope 0.978 0.35
Peak Depth -5.556 0.020
Along-flow length -0.471 0.645
Percent of Fjord -3.434 0.002
Area -1.076 0.311
Ice Discharge -0.171 0.867
Thickness -0.207 0.839
HaF -2.74 0.02

Table 3.3: Results of the Welch’s T tests comparing the mean values of the
measurements of transient and persistent standstill features.
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t-statistic p-value

Mean prograde slope -3.009 0.009
Mean retrograde slope 1.195 0.251
Peak Depth -1.722 0.124
Along-flow length 1.058 0.305
Percent of Fjord -1.677 0.113
Area -0.761 0.464

Table 3.4: Results of the Welch’s T tests comparing the mean values of the
measurements of transient and restablizing standstill features.

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3

Transient Standstills 11 8 10
Persistent Standstills 6 0 3

Table 3.5: Summary of the mode types for transient and persistent stand-
stills corresponding to the modes shown in Fig. 3.3. Mode 1) termini remain
primarily on the retrograde side; Mode 2) termini remain primarily on the
prograde side or; Mode 3) termini oscillate between retrograde and prograde
sides of the bed peak.
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Figure 3.1: A, D, G: Terminus traces colorized by retreat (red dashed line),
standstills (blue dashed line) for Glacier 2, 7, and 229. Black dashed lines
indicate times when there was not enough data to define a retreat or standstill.
The solid black line delineates the standstill feature. B,E,H: Directional slope
for each glacier. The solid black line delineates the standstill feature (same as
A, D, G) The green circle is the location of the bed peak, and the green line
is the location of the split between the prograde and retrograde slope defined
by the 0-slope contour. C,F,I: The solid black line delineates the standstill
feature (same as A, D, G). The blue lines correspond to the transects shown
in Fig. 3.2. The base map for all figures labeled A, C, D, F, G, H, I is
BedMachine V4.
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Figure 3.2: Bed features along and across the fjord transects for Glaciers 2,
7, and 229 to demonstrate the different types of features identified. Each
transect corresponds to the same location as noted in figures 3.1 B, E, H. The
vertical lines in the figures on the right are every fifth terminus colorized by
standstill(blue) or active retreat (red). The green dot corresponds to the apex
location.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of the distance between the terminus (centroid) and the
peak of the bed feature compared to the mean directional slope at the terminus
for six glaciers. When the centroid distance is negative (orange), the centroid
is on the down-glacier side of the peak. When the centroid distance is positive
(purple), the centroid is located on the up-glacier side of the peak. The slope
is saturated at -10 and 10 to compare the figures.
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Figure 3.4: Overview of the locations of the standstill features defined in this
study. Each map corresponds to the locations of the transient, persistent, and
restabilizing standstill features. The pie chart is the distribution of types for
the transient and persistent standstill features in this study. The numbers
that offshoot from the maps are locations of some glaciers noted in the text.
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Figure 3.5: Ice discharge, thickness, and median height above buoyancy (Hab)
for glaciers with transient and persistent standstills in this study. Ice discharge
and thickness data are from King et al. (2020). The Hab is derived from Aero-
DEM (Korsgaard et al., 2016) and BedMachineV4 (Morlighem et al., 2017).
The t-test values are also reported in Table 3.3

.
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Figure 3.6: Top: Distribution of the lithology by transient and stabilizing
standstill features and feature type. Bottom: Distribution of the presence of
contact at features by transient and stabilizing standstill features and feature
type
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the distribution of the type of feature and mean slopes
for the transient, stabilizing, and restabilizing standstill features. Pie charts
correspond to the distribution of feature types, whereas box plots show the
mean prograde and retrograde slopes for each type. The black dots in the box
plots are the raw data used to produce the plots.
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Figure 3.8: The mean distance from the terminus centroid to the peak of a bed
feature for different standstill types. For transient standstills, this is the mean
distance from the peak before the onset of retreat. For persistent standstills,
this is the mean distance over the study period.
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Figure 3.9: Left: Distribution of feature types according to the presence of
swinging door retreat. Right: Examples of swinging door retreat at glacier
#65 and non-swinging door retreat at glacier #3.
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Figure 3.10: Box plots comparing transient, stabilizing, and restabilizing
standstill features. The black dots in the plot are the raw data used to produce
the plots.
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3.6 Supplemental Materials

Glacier
ID

Coverage Picks
Per
Year

Retreat Pattern Exceptions Chosen

1 2 22.7 Varied No
2 1 15.4 Stable-Retreat-Stable Yes
3 1 16 Stable-Retreat Yes
4 2 7.2 Retreat No
5 1 9.3 Retreat No
6 3 12.3 No
7 1 13.1 Stable-Retreat Yes
8 2 10.1 Retreat No
9 4 2.1 No
10 3 6.3 No
11 2 9.2 Stable Yes
12 4 2.2 No
13 4 9 No
14 3 6.2 Stable-Retreat-Stable No
15 3 8.1 No
16 1 13 Varied No
17 2 13.1 Varied No
18 1 14.3 Varied No
19 1 10.9 Stable-Retreat Yes
20 1 16 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No

21 3 14 Stable-Retreat No
22 1 7.1 Stable-Retreat Yes
23 4 6.4 No
24 1 6.4 Varied No
25 4 14.9 No
26 4 15.8 No
27 2 8.8 Varied No
28 1 13.1 Varied No
29 1 4.5 Stable-Retreat Yes
30 4 13.6 No
31 1 11.1 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No
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32 1 13.4 Stable-Retreat Yes
33 1 3.3 Stable Yes
34 1 8.8 Varied No
35 1 8.5 Stable-Retreat Yes
36 4 4 No
37 4 1.3 No
38 3 3.2 No
39 3 9.3 No
40 3 3.5 No
41 1 4.1 Retreat No
42 1 7.6 Retreat No
43 4 3.5 No
44 1 7.7 stable-retreat-stable Yes
45 4 0 No
46 3 3.5 No
47 1 5.7 Varied No
48 1 5.1 Varied No
49 1 4.4 stable-retreat-stable Yes
50 4 0 No
51 1 4.9 Retreat No
52 2 4.8 Retreat No
53 2 1.1 No
54 1 2.2 Stable-Retreat Yes
55 4 2.1 No
56 3 3.5 No
57 4 3.1 No
58 1 2.8 Stable-Retreat Yes
59 2 3 Insufficient data No
60 4 2.5 No
61 2 2.1 Stable-Retreat-Stable Yes
62 2 0 No
63 2 2.6 Stable-Retreat Yes
64 1 2.8 Insufficient data No
65 2 2.8 Stable-Retreat Yes
66 3 1 No
67 1 3.2 Varied No
68 1 3.1 Insufficient data No
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69 1 1 No
70 4 1 No
71 1 2.3 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No

72 1 2.7 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-
ror

No

73 1 2.8 Stable-Retreat Yes
74 2 2.1 Retreat No
75 4 2.6 No
76 1 2.6 Retreat No
77 1 2.5 Stable-Retreat Yes
78 2 2.3 Varied No
79 1 2.2 Advance-Retreat Yes
80 2 2.2 Varied No
81 4 0 No
82 4 2.1 No
83 4 2 No
84 4 2.4 No
85 1 4 Varied No
86 2 7 Stable-Retreat Floating No
87 3 1 No
88 4 2.8 No
89 4 1.1 No
90 2 3.3 Varied No
91 4 3.2 No
92 4 1.8 No
93 4 1.5 No
94 4 1.5 No
95 4 1 No
96 4 1.9 No
97 3 2.5 No
98 3 2.7 No
99 3 3.5 No
100 3 2.8 No
101 3 2.8 No
102 4 2.6 No
103 4 2.5 No
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104 3 2 No
105 4 3 No
106 4 1.1 No
107 4 2.7 No
108 4 2.2 No
109 4 5.1 No
110 4 5.6 No
111 4 2.9 No
112 3 2.9 Stable Yes
113 3 2.9 No
114 3 2.8 No
115 4 2.4 No
116 3 3.5 No
117 4 3.3 No
118 4 7.3 No
119 4 2.6 No
120 4 1.3 No
121 4 4.3 No
122 4 1.7 No
123 4 0 No
124 3 1.3 No
125 4 1.3 No
126 4 1.3 No
127 4 1.2 No
128 4 1.1 No
129 4 1.1 No
130 4 1.2 No
131 4 1 No
132 4 1.2 No
133 4 1.3 No
134 4 1.2 No
135 4 1.7 No
136 4 1 No
137 4 1.3 No
138 4 1 No
139 4 1 No
140 4 3.7 No
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141 4 2.8 No
142 4 2.5 No
143 4 2.6 No
144 4 1 No
145 4 8.5 No
146 4 7.5 No
147 4 12.5 No
148 4 0 No
149 4 12.5 No
150 4 10.5 No
151 4 10.1 No
152 3 24.9 No
153 3 34 No
154 3 0 No
155 4 0 No
156 4 11.9 No
157 1 11.1 Varied No
158 4 9 No
159 4 1.4 No
160 4 6.5 No
161 4 1.9 No
162 4 2.1 No
163 4 2 No
164 4 2.4 No
165 4 1 No
166 4 1 No
167 2 2.3 Insufficient data No
168 4 0 No
169 4 1.6 No
170 2 1.6 No
171 1 2.7 Stable-Retreat Yes
172 2 1.4 No
173 4 1.5 No
174 4 5.7 No
175 2 1.7 Varied No
176 4 1.7 No
177 2 1.7 Retreat No
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178 4 0 No
179 2 5.6 Retreat No
180 3 11.1 No
181 3 49.1 No
182 2 1.1 No
183 2 1.1 No
184 2 1.1 No
185 1 3.7 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No

186 1 1.5 No
187 2 3.5 Varied No
188 2 4.3 Varied No
189 1 4.9 Varied No
190 4 1.5 No
191 4 1 No
192 4 1 No
193 2 1 No
194 4 1 No
195 2 2.3 Varied No
196 1 2.2 Varied No
197 1 2.3 Insufficient data No
198 4 2.2 No
199 4 1 No
200 4 2.1 No
201 4 1.6 No
202 4 1 No
203 4 1 No
204 4 2.1 No
205 4 1 No
206 4 1 No
207 4 1 No
208 4 1 No
209 4 1.1 No
210 1 2.7 Advance-Retreat-

Stable
Yes

211 1 1 No
212 2 2.7 Varied No
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213 2 2.5 Stable-Retreat Yes
214 4 1 No
215 4 1 No
216 4 1 No
217 4 1 No
218 4 1 No
219 4 1.2 No
220 4 1 No
221 4 1 No
222 4 2.8 No
223 4 4.8 No
224 4 2.8 No
225 4 1 No
226 4 1.6 No
227 1 3.3 Advance-Stable Yes
228 1 3.3 Varied No
229 1 3.3 Advance Yes
230 4 1.2 No
231 1 5.1 Retreat Yes
232 2 0 No
233 1 5.6 Stable-Retreat Yes
234 1 3.4 Retreat No
235 2 3.3 Varied No
236 2 1 No
237 4 1 No
238 4 1.6 No
239 4 1 No
240 2 3.1 Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No

241 2 1 No
242 2 2.1 Retreat No
243 2 3.3 Retreat No
244 4 3.3 No
245 2 3.5 Retreat No
246 4 2.5 No
247 2 3.2 Stable-Retreat Yes
248 2 2.7 Stable-Retreat-Stable Yes
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249 4 1.4 No
250 4 0 No
251 2 3.3 Stable-Retreat Bed data er-

ror
No

252 2 2.9 Stable-Retreat Yes
253 2 3.7 Insufficient data No
254 2 0 No
255 2 3.2 Varied No
256 4 2.7 Insufficient data No
257 4 0 No
258 4 2.7 No
259 2 1 No
260 4 0 No
261 4 1.3 No
262 4 0 No
263 3 1.6 No
264 2 2.4 Advance Yes
265 4 1 No
266 2 1 No
267 4 1 No
268 4 0 No
269 4 2.6 No
270 4 2.4 No
271 4 1.2 No
272 4 2.5 No
273 4 7.5 No
274 4 4.8 No
275 4 7.8 No
276 1 8.1 Varied No
277 4 8.5 No
278 3 24.8 No
279 3 9.4 No
280 1 15.7 Advance-Retreat Yes
281 1 12.3 Stable-Retreat Yes
282 1 14.2 Advance-Retreat Yes
283 1 13.9 Varied No
284 1 16.3 Stable Yes
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285 2 16.1 Stable-Retreat Yes
286 2 15 Varied No
287 2 5.9 Stable Yes
288 4 12.9 No
289 1 15 Stable-Retreat Yes
290 2 13.1 Stable-Retreat Yes
291 2 11.4 Stable Yes

Table 3.6: Classification of glaciers by coverage 1-4 (de-
termined from Morlighem et al. (2017)), terminus traces
per year, retreat pattern, and exceptions for this study.
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Chapter 4

Using the map-view terminus morphology to

deduce ice-ocean processes

Abstract

Existing calving laws are unable to accurately represent the range of

terminus change observations in ice sheet models casting doubts on how accu-

rate future projections of sea level change can be. In part, this challenge arises

because calving represents many different processes, including two that have

been recently observed. First, glaciers can calve via serac failure as the result

of melt-related undercutting of the glacier terminus face. This type of calving

produces small icebergs with changes in the terminus position tied to changes

in subglacial discharge. Second, glaciers can calve via buoyant flexure in which

glaciers approach flotation toward the terminus, forming basal crevasses that

eventually propagate through-ice to form full-thickness tabular icebergs. There

is additional complexity in that these calving styles vary across space and time

within and between glaciers. Here, we present a simple methodology for char-

acterizing glacier terminus morphology to elucidate the diverse calving styles

that might be occurring and how these change over time and space. This is

accomplished by quantifying seasonal terminus change, sinuosity, and convex-

ity of termini and comparing this with observations of flotation, subglacial
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discharge routing, and ocean-induced melting for four glaciers where differ-

ences in these two calving styles have been previously identified. From this,

we develop a classification scheme for the two different calving styles based

on terminus morphology alone. We then apply this classification to twelve

additional glaciers (some with known calving information) to test the robust-

ness of this relationship. We find that the convexity and the sinuosity of a

glacier terminus (in combination) is highly indicative of flotation conditions

and therefore represent a glacier’s tendency to calve via buoyant flexure. We

also find that some glaciers defy neat categorization into each of these end

members and may switch calving styles over time or across the glacier fjord.

4.1 Introduction

Calving of outlet glacier termini is observed to occur as a result of at

least two processes. The sloughing of icebergs through serac failure is one

mechanism that appears to be the result of weakening of the ice above regions

of the terminus that are deeply undercut as a result of terminus melt (Chauch

et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2015; Motyka et al., 2003; Fried et al., 2015; O’Leary

and Christoffersen, 2013). Terminus melt results from subglacial freshwater

runoff, which entrains warm, salty ocean water and rises buoyantly along the

terminus face causing localized melt that is enhanced closer to the glacier

grounding line (Jenkins , 2011; Carroll et al., 2015). The effect of this plume

melt is expected to vary seasonally with runoff and be distributed according

to subglacial conduits, which follow the subglacial hydraulic potential (Fried
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et al., 2015; Mankoff et al., 2020a). Sloughing is typically a high-frequency,

low-volume calving style that is nearly doubled in locations with meltwater

plume locations (How et al., 2019). Because terminus melt undercutting is

more effective for glaciers where the fjord hydrography permits shoaling of

subglacial discharge plumes, sloughing is a more common calving style for

these glaciers. Typically, plume shoaling on the surface of a fjord occurs at

thin glaciers and in shallow fjords (>500 m; Carroll et al. (2016); Fried et al.

(2018)).

Another style of calving that has been observed is full-thickness calving

that results from glaciers approaching buoyant conditions at their termini.

The buoyancy causes the terminus to float, allowing basal crevasse formation

(van der Veen, 1996). Over time, basal crevasses can propagate upwards,

where they create flexure zones (surface depressions) across the full width of

the glacier characterized by local bending of the terminus (James et al., 2014;

Murray et al., 2015b; Wagner et al.). Over time, basal crevasses eventually

propagate to the surface connecting to surface crevasses, causing large, full-

width tabular icebergs to calve off the front of a glacier (Fried et al., 2018;

Murray et al., 2015b). This calving style is more common for glaciers with

deeper fjords that allow near-flotation conditions (Fried et al., 2018; James

et al., 2014). For these glaciers, the relative impact of runoff on calving timing

and volume may be smaller compared to glaciers that calve via serac failure;

however, ice melange in fjords can exert a seasonal buttressing effect on the

terminus that influences the timing of full-thickness calving events (Amundson
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et al., 2010; Robel , 2017; Fried et al., 2018; Bunce et al., 2022).

In western Greenland, seasonal changes in terminus position have been

used to understand environmental controls of the terminus for thirteen glaciers

from 2013-2016 by Fried et al. (2018). In that study, glaciers that calve via

serac-failure tend to have low-amplitude seasonal changes in terminus position

(10s of meters) with timing that is strongly correlated with runoff. Conversely,

Fried et al. (2018) also found that glaciers that calve via buoyant flexure tend

to have high amplitude seasonal changes in terminus position (100s of meters),

which have a timing more strongly correlated with ice melange presence in the

fjord. Fried et al. (2018) also found that the morphology of the terminus

can be distinguished between these different calving styles with more heavily

crenulated glacier termini associated with glaciers calving via serac failure due

to the localized nature of the terminus melt at these glaciers. These different

calving styles also arise in 3D models of outlet glaciers (Gagliardini et al.,

2010; Benn et al., 2017a; Todd et al., 2018) when varying the buoyancy and

melt conditions at the terminus. Calving style may also vary across glacier

termini, when one side of the terminus is located in a deeper part of the bed,

or grounded on a moraine (Carr et al., 2015). Finally, calving styles can vary

over time as glacier geometry and fjord conditions change during retreat of

the terminus (e.g. van Dongen et al., 2021).

Here, we make use of morphological properties of glacier termini and

how they differ in time and between glaciers to identify the characteristics

that make calving processes distinct with the goal of categorizing glaciers
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by calving style (time and space dependent). By identifying the timing and

distribution of different calving styles at glaciers across Greenland, we may be

able to improve correlation between existing calving laws and terminus change

observations, which are presently only weakly correlated (Amaral et al., 2019;

Benn et al., 2017a). In this work, various aspects of the map-view shape of

the terminus including its seasonal terminus change, sinuosity, and convex

hull area. Then these parameters are used to identify how they vary between

glaciers where different calving styles have been previously identified. Then,

we apply this classification to twelve additional glaciers to test the robustness

of this relationship.

4.2 Methods

Our overarching methodology is to examine the terminus dynamics

and morphology for glaciers in central west Greenland where data availability

and prior work allows us to confirm calving style (and changes in calving

style with time). We search for two distinct calving styles; 1) full-thickness

calving via buoyant flexure as glaciers approach buoyancy toward their termini

(Amundson et al., 2010; Murray et al., 2015b; James et al., 2014) and; 2) serac

failure related to undercutting induced by submarine melt (Fried et al., 2015;

Chauch et al., 2014).
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4.2.1 Glaciers

Our initial focus is on four glaciers in central western Greenland with

known differences in calving patterns and retreat based on previous research

(Fig. 4.1; Catania et al. (2018); Fried et al. (2018)). For each glacier experi-

encing retreat, we term the time before the onset of retreat to be ”pre-retreat”,

the time after after retreat to be ”post-retreat”. One of the four glaciers, Rink

Isbr (RNK; Glacier 1) is characterized by a deep grounding line with regu-

larly occurring, full-thickness calving events for most or all of the satellite

era (Medrzycka et al.; Bartholomaus et al., 2016; Morlighem et al., 2017; Fried

et al., 2018). This style of calving is commonly associated with floating termini

(James et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2015b) and RNK has a portion of its termi-

nus that is floating (Rignot et al., 2015; Bartholomaus et al., 2016; Fried et al.,

2018) where icebergs tend to form and detach. RNK has large seasonal swings

in terminus position that makes it difficult to detect small changes in terminus

position (Catania et al., 2018), however there was a small, ∼1 km retreat from

1995-2012 (Catania et al., 2018). The neighboring glacier, Kangerdlugssup

Sermerssua (KAS; Glacier 291), has a well-grounded and stable terminus that

has not retreated during the satellite era (Catania et al., 2018). Calving style

for KAS has been characterized as a serac-failure, and most of the terminus

change occurs local to the central part of the terminus where subglacial plumes

frequently breach the surface of the fjord Fried et al. (2018); Jackson et al.

(2019). Observations of Store Gletscher (STR; Glacier 284) have shown that

the front can reach flotation, however, it does not do so persistently (Rignot
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et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2012). This glacier has also remained stable dur-

ing the satellite era (Catania et al., 2018). STR has evidence of subglacial

plumes that breach in summer, creating embayments (Chauch et al., 2014).

Previous authors have characterized its calving style as bimodal, with full-

thickness icebergs formed toward the southern margin and serac-failure more

frequent along the northern margin (Todd et al., 2018; Cook et al., 2021). Fi-

nally, we examine Sermeq Silardleq (SIL; Glacier 288) which underwent a ∼5

km retreat starting in 1998 (Catania et al., 2018). While Fried et al. (2018)

observed a flexure zone in 2016 and large-amplitude seasonal changes in the

terminus between 2013 and 2017, supporting calving via buoyant flexure, little

is known of the calving style before 2016. We also examine terminus morphol-

ogy at an additional twelve other glaciers where retreat, seasonality, and fjord

geometry are well constrained. This includes 11 additional glaciers in central

west Greenland with unknown calving styles (Catania et al., 2018; Fried et al.,

2018; Felikson et al., 2017) and Helheim Glacier in southeastern Greenland,

which is known to calve via buoyant flexure (James et al., 2014; Murray et al.,

2015b). Nearly all of these additional glaciers started retreating in 1995/1998,

except UMI and ING which began retreating in 2001/2002 (Catania et al.,

2018). Helheim has undergone various retreats and advances since the 1970s,

and had 7.6 km of terminus retreat between 1984 and 2017 (Bevan et al., 2012;

Fahrner et al., 2021).
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4.2.2 Terminus Data

We use terminus data from both TermPicks (Goliber et al., 2022) and

a new terminus trace data set derived from machine learning using Sentinel-

1/2 (Zheng et al., in prep) that provides unprecedented resolution of termi-

nus changes, particularly between 2014-2021 when Sentinel-1 was launched.

Sentinel-1 is an imaging radar that differs from optical satellites (e.g. Land-

sat) as it is able to detect termini in winter months when optical images fail to

do so due to low illumination. We calculate terminus change following (Cata-

nia et al., 2018) and interpolate points along each terminus trace to evenly

spaced points every 30 m and then projecting these points to a centerline.

The terminus position is then the mean of the projected centerline points and

it has a minimum resolution of 30 m, which is the resolution of the majority

of the input data used to derive terminus traces (Goliber et al., 2022). Here

we focus on long-term trends in terminus shape and position and so we inter-

polate the terminus position data over a 7-day time period and then apply a

LOWESS filter over a 2-year window. We derive yearly seasonality as a mea-

sure of the total variation in the terminus position over the annual cycle. This

is quantified using the standard deviation of the difference between the raw

terminus position data and the LOWESS smoothed terminus position data.

We estimate seasonality for glaciers in years where there are terminus traces

in at least four unique months to ensure accurate and detailed seasonality.
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4.2.3 Terminus Morphology

We quantify the terminus morphology by its sinuosity and convexity

for each terminus trace from 1985-2021 (Fig. 4.2). We calculate the piece-wise

sinuosity for 1 km segments along the termini. The piece-wise sinuosity allows

us to correlate local changes in sinuosity to locations of potential subglacial

channels. The mean sinuosity is the mean of all piece-wise values across the

terminus. For reference, the median global river sinuosity is estimated to be

1.11, with a 1st quartile of 1.04 and a 3rd quartile of 1.34 (Frasson et al.,

2019). As a measure of convexity, we also compute the convex hull area,

which measures the space enclosed by the terminus and the terminus end

points (Fig. 4.2). This is done using the Shapely package in Python, which

creates the smallest convex polygon containing all points along each terminus

trace (Gillies , 2013). We then cropped the resulting polygon by the terminus

in order to isolate only the convex polygon associated with the glacier. The

centroid of the resulting polygon determines whether the terminus is convex

or concave. If the centroid is located down-fjord of the line connecting the

two terminus end points, it is defined as convex, and the convex hull area is

positive (e.g., Fig. 4.2b). Conversely, if the centroid is located up-fjord of the

line connecting the two terminus end points it is defined as concave and has

a negative convex hull area (e.g., Fig. 4.2b). For both of these parameters

we perform the same long-term smoothing as done with the terminus position

described above. This includes a 7-day interpolation and the application of a

LOWESS filter over a 2-year window.
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4.2.4 Height above Buoyancy

We use multiple Digital Elevation Models (DEM) to compute the height

above buoyancy (Hab) following (van der Veen, 1996),

Hab = H − ρsw
ρi
D (4.1)

where D is the fjord depth below mean sea level, H is the ice thickness, ρsw

is the density of seawater, and ρi the density of ice. We used a common bed

topographic digital elevation model from BedMachineV4 (Morlighem et al.,

2017) for all surface elevation DEMs to derive H. We also use a seawater

density of 1023.6 kg/m3 and an ice density of 917 kg/m3. Digital elevation

models of surface elevation are available from a variety of sources. First, we

use AeroDEM from 1985-1987 with a spatial resolution of 25 m and a vertical

accuracy of ∼6 m (Korsgaard et al., 2016). Second, we used ArcticDEM

strips from the Polar Geospatial Center, with a spatial resolution of 2 m and

a vertical accuracy of ∼6 m (Porter et al., 2018). Digital elevation models

provided by ArcticDEM cover ∼2011-2021 for our four glaciers of interest.

Finally, we used the GrIMP digital elevation model derived as an average

surface elevation obtained from ASTER and SPOT digital elevation models

for a nominal year of 2007 (Howat, I., 2015). For each surface elevation digital

elevation model we resampled the digital elevation model to 150 m to match the

spatial resolution of the BedMachineV4 data. We also used the geoid height

included with BedMachine to convert to heights referenced to the WGS84

ellipsoid.
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We computed Hab within a region bounded by the terminus trace, the

fjord walls, and a distance upstream of the terminus trace estimated by the

stress coupling length (∼4 times the ice thickness; Enderlin et al. (2016)). We

then take the median value of Hab in this region to get a single value of Hab per

digital elevation model to compute a time series of Hab. We define glaciers with

a median value of ≤50 m Hab as “near floating” and those with >50 m Hab as

“grounded” after van der Veen (1996). Near the terminus, the mean error in

the bed topography data ranges between ∼30-60 m Morlighem et al. (2017),

limiting confidence in Hab. To confirm buoyant conditions, we also look for

flexure zones (i.e. James et al. (2014); Murray et al. (2015b); Wagner et al.)

in both map-view and along-flow transects to confirm flotation conditions at

these glaciers (Supp. Figs 4.15-4.18). All digital elevation models and mean

bed errors used for each glacier can be found in Supplementary Tables 4.5-4.8.

4.2.5 Subglacial Hydrology

We also use digital elevation model data to estimate the locations of

subglacial channels calculated using the hydraulic potential following Shreve

(1972)

h = zb + k
ρi
ρw

(zs − zb) (4.2)

where h is the hydraulic head, zb is the bed topography, k is the flotation frac-

tion (for simplicity, we use k = 1.0 following Mankoff et al. (2020a)), ρi and ρw

are the ice and freshwater densities respectively, and zs is the ice surface. This

produces gridded values of the subglacial hydraulic head and we find locations
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of subglacial channels using the GRASS GIS tool ’r.stream.extract’ (?) follow-

ing (Mankoff et al., 2020a). We only calculate the presence of channels near to

the termini and do not determine the upstream contribution area. Thus, there

is no differentiation between channels that may contribute more discharge.

The resolution of the channels is 150 m. We compute channel locations with

the oldest (AeroDEM) and newest (PGC) digital elevation models and do not

find large deviations (>150 m) in the locations of subglacial channels, thus

we present only our results from the AeroDEM (1985 surface topography).

To further estimate locations of subglacial discharge, we map the central lo-

cations of plumes determined from Landsat imagery from 1985-2021 during

the months of June and July. As plumes may exist across the terminus and

may not reach the surface as they reach buoyant equilibrium before breaching,

we expect this is an under-estimation of locations of subglacial plume outlets

(Fried et al., 2015; Carroll et al., 2015). Plumes were identified and mapped

using GEEDiT (Lea, 2018).

4.2.6 Submarine terminus melt

We estimate yearly terminus submarine melting qm following (Wood

et al., 2021b; Rignot et al., 2016a)

qm = (A h Qα
sg +B)TFβ (4.3)

where A, α, B, and β are unit-less constants (Rignot et al., 2016a), h is the

fjord water depth at the terminus, Qsg is the glacier subglacial discharge,
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and TF is the depth-averaged ocean thermal forcing. We follow Rignot et al.

(2016a) and use values of A = 3 × 10−4, α = 0.39, B = 0.15, and β = 1.18

determined from model parameters from Xu et al. (2013-08). For Qsg we use

the daily ice sheet liquid runoff from 1992-2019 from Mankoff et al. (2020a)

who use a regional climate model to estimate runoff. We then use the glacier

catchment basins outlined by Mankoff et al. (2020a) to sum glacier runoff for

each glacier and a 7-day rolling mean to derive a discharge product (Fig. 4.1).

For h we extract the mean fjord depth across the terminus over time from

BedMachineV4. To remove noise and handle missing data, we apply a 1-day

interpolation and the application of a LOWESS filter over a 2 year window to

smooth our data. Finally, we use TF is provided by Wood et al. (2021b) who

use the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean (ECCO) model

and ocean CTD data integrated over the deepest 60% of the water column to

reconstruct TF from 1992-2016 in front of each glacier. This is provided in

2-week increments, therefore we interpolate onto a daily timescale in order to

use it in conjunction with the runoff data. We apply a rolling yearly mean

of q to estimate annual submarine melting spanning from 1992-2016. Values

of each product used for each glacier can be found in Supplemental figures

4.19-4.22.

4.2.7 Cluster Analysis

In order to classify glaciers by calving style, we use K-means clustering

in three dimensions for sinuosity and convex hull area against qm, Hab, and
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seasonality using the SciPy package in Python (Virtanen et al., 2020). K-

means clustering is an unsupervised learning algorithm that finds clusters of

data that have not been explicitly labeled based on trends in the data. In order

to find the optimal number of clusters, or the k value, we calculate the Within

Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) for several values of k, where a smaller value

indicates less variance within each cluster and better clustering of the data. We

choose the value where WCSS starts to diminish, or at the elbow (e.g., Elbow

Method; Supp. Figs. 4.23-4.25; Cui (2020)). Using this cluster analysis, we

then explore how the morphology of several other glacier termini might fit into

our classification scheme. This includes an additional twelve glaciers; eleven

in the same region as the four that are the focus of this study (central west

Greenland) and Helheim (HEL) in southeast Greenland (Fig. 4.1). For the

qm clustering analysis, we only use dates where qm is greater than 0.5 m/day

so we are observing times where there is active melt-undercutting occurring.

For the Hab clustering analysis, we take the closest terminus trace value for

convex hull area and sinuosity for the dates where digital elevation models are

available to provide estimates of Hab. For the seasonality clustering analysis,

we take the mean values of sinuosity and convex hull area for the years where

seasonality can be calculated. Therefore, the Hab and seasonality clustering

analysis will have far fewer data points to the qm clustering analysis.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Terminus Flotation

Since 2016 (when the Catania et al. (2018) data set terminated), STR,

KAS, and RNK have all remained largely unchanged while SIL has continued

to retreat, though at a slower pace compared to ∼2010. In total, SIL has

retreated an additional 0.5 km since 2016 4.3). Despite RNK experiencing

a small retreat over the observational period, the flexure zone remains con-

sistently in the same location over time (Fig. 4.3, Supp. Fig.4.15). Unlike

RNK, KAS and STR remain fully grounded throughout the entire record with

very small regions of the terminus that approach flotation close to the ter-

minus edge where the glacier thins (Fig.s 4.4, 4.5). Neither of these glaciers

develop a flexure zone during our time period. SIL is the only glacier that

undergoes significant retreat and thinning in the observational period, making

it susceptible to changing flotation conditions with time. Indeed, we observe

that SIL experiences a shift in its Hab from grounded prior to 2012 to near

floating post ∼2014 (Fig. 4.6), although there are only small differences be-

tween the mean Hab over the pre- and post-retreat time periods (Table 4.1).

This is largely because the SIL terminus did not enter the overdeepening that

would promote floatation until ∼2012 (Catania et al., 2018). While SIL does

not initially have a flexure zone, one develops in approximately 2014 and is in

place intermittently to the end of the observational record (Fig.4.6, Supp. Fig

4.17).
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4.3.2 Submarine Melt and Hydrology at Termini

For all glaciers, submarine melt (qm) generally increases over the obser-

vational period until∼2008 and then begins to decrease as previously identified

by (Wood et al., 2021b). KAS experiences its peak melt rate earlier, in 2006

(1.5 m/day; Supp. Fig. 4.22) and STR has a peak in 2007 (2.5 m/day; Supp.

Fig. 4.20), while RNK and SIL have melt peaks in 2011 (3.5 m/day for RNK;

Supp. Fig. 4.19 and 2.1 m/day for SIL; Supp. Fig. 4.21). Overall values

of submarine melt are lowest for KAS and highest for RNK. The hydraulic

potential maps show that estimated locations of subglacial channels and we

find that they follow low elevation paths in the bed topography (Figure 4.7).

In addition, we find that the locations with the densest presence of sediment

plumes are located where the hydraulic potential maps estimate outlets at the

terminus (Fig. 4.7). We also find there are outlets located where subglacial

discharge plumes do not breach the fjord surface (so no sediment plumes are

visible). While there may be some melt-induced undercutting related to sub-

glacial discharge in these regions, because they do not reach the fjord surface,

undercutting may be limited, and the impact on terminus morphology would

then also be limited.

4.3.3 Terminus Seasonality

Both STR and KAS have relatively low mean seasonality of 99 and 95

m respectively over the observational period (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.1). In contrast

RNK has a mean seasonality of 234 m. The seasonality of SIL changes over
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the observational period (Fig. 4.8). While the mean is 139 m, it has a pre-

retreat seasonality of 80 m (close to STR and KAS) and a post-retreat onset

seasonality of 165 m.

4.3.4 Sinuosity

We take the mean sinuosity across the observational time period for

all four glaciers and find that typical sinuosity values range between 1.04-

1.22 (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.9). RNK (1.04±0.05) and STR (1.06±0.04) are both

low sinuosity termini that retain low sinuosity values over the observational

time period. Contrasting this is KAS (1.15±0.08), which is a high sinuosity

terminus, which retains a relatively high sinuosity value over the observational

time period (Fig. 4.9). Finally, SIL has a mean sinuosity that is similarly

high to KAS (1.10±0.08), but the SIL terminus experiences large changes in

its sinuosity over time. Pre-retreat, SIL has high, and increasing sinuosity

(1.13±0.05) then decreases sightly after retreat onset (1.10±0.09) but in 2010

SIL undergoes a rapid decrease in sinuosity to values more typical of RNK

and STR (after 2010: 1.06±0.04), where it remains relatively constant to the

present day.

Using piece-wise sinuosity we are able to identify variations in sinuosity

across individual terminus traces. We find that the regions of the termini with

the highest piece-wise sinuosity values are typically co-located with predicted

subglacial channel and sediment plume locations (Fig. 4.7). This is most

obvious for KAS, which has piece-wise sinuosity values that are highest in the
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central and northern part of the terminus (Fig. 4.7D). These parts of the KAS

terminus are where subglacial channels are predicted to exist and where we

see a high density of plumes breaching the fjord surface. The northern margin

of KAS has very few plumes occurring there compared to in the central part

of KAS. SIL also shows co-location of high piece-wise sinuosity regions of the

terminus and the expected locations of subglacial channels, although plumes

do not breach as readily as the terminus is much deeper (Figs. 4.7B, Supp.

fig. 4.21). We also see a marked change in the piece-wise sinuosity of SIL post

∼2012 when the piece-wise sinuosity decreases and there is no more correlation

between subglacial channel locations and high piece-wise sinuosity values.

For STR, the relationship between piece-wise sinuosity and subglacial

discharge is less apparent as there are portions of the terminus with very

straight sections associated with sediment plume and subglacial discharge lo-

cations. There are also portions of the STR terminus with high piece-wise sin-

uosity that are also co-located with subglacial channel locations and sediment

plumes (Fig. 4.7C). Higher piece-wise sinuosity values are evident in some of

the RNK terminus traces, particularly when the glacier briefly advanced onto

a shallower region of the bed in ∼1993 (Fig. 4.7A).

4.3.5 Convex Hull Area

Convex hull area is heterogeneous over time and across all four glaciers

ranging from ∼-4 to 4 km2 (Fig. 4.10, Table 4.2). KAS has the highest posi-

tive convex hull area with a mean over the observational period of 3.43±0.44
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km2. STR has a convex hull area that is lower than KAS and closest to zero

(0.98±0.71 km2) indicating that the STR terminus comes closest to a straight

line. convex hull area for both STR and KAS remain positive for most of

its record (there is a brief exception for STR between 1993-1996) suggesting

that these termini typically exhibit convex morphologies. RNK has the lowest

convex hull area with a mean of -2.13±0.93 km2. The persistent negative val-

ues for RNK indicate that its terminus is typically concave. The changes in

convex hull area over time for RNK, STR, and KAS are all small (±1-2 km2).

In contrast, we observe large > 6 km2 changes in the convex hull area for SIL

over the observational time period. Pre-onset of retreat, SIL maintains a rela-

tively high, positive convex hull area value (convex; 2.43±0.41 km2), and then

the morphology transitions to a high negative convex hull area value (concave;

-2.05±2.37 km2) after it retreats in 1998.

4.3.6 Cluster analyses

We perform a 3D cluster analyses using terminus morphology (convex

hull area and sinuosity), seasonality, and environmental data (Hab and qm) in

order to determine which variables are typically associated with each other.

This is done first by comparing each of the morphology variables against Hab

(Fig. 4.11), qm (Fig. 4.12), and then to yearly seasonality values (Fig. 4.13).

We have considerably less data for Hab and seasonality than for qm because of

less frequent digital elevation model data being available for the earlier part

of our observational period and because of the yearly resolution of seasonality.
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For all three of these cluster analyses, two dominant clusters fall out. The first

cluster (labeled Cluster 0) represents termini with a negative mean convex

hull area (concave), lower mean sinuosity, and higher seasonality (Table 4.4),

although there is overlap in the sinuosity values with the other cluster. Cluster

0 also has higher mean qm and a mean Hab that implies that these termini are

close to flotation (Table 4.4). We also find a group of termini, Cluster 1,

with positive mean convex hull area, higher mean sinuosity, lower seasonality

swings, and lower mean qm (Table 4.4). While there are brief exceptions,

we find that generally STR and KAS termini fall into Cluster 1, while RNK

termini fall into Cluster 0. SIL transitions from being in Cluster 1 during the

early part of its record to Cluster 0 after ∼2010 (although we note that the

transition to Cluster 0 occurs a few years later for the Hab cluster analysis).

From this analysis we can conclude that Cluster 0 type termini indicate calving

via buoyant flexure producing concave and lower sinuosity termini on average

while Cluster 1 type termini indicate calving via serac failure producing convex

and higher sinuosity termini on average.

4.3.7 Application to other glaciers

Using the results of the cluster analysis, we extend our terminus mor-

phology calculations to an additional twelve glaciers (Fig. 4.1). For many

glaciers undergoing retreat during the observational period we see a trend

from a positive convex hull area (convex) in the pre-retreat period to either

a less positive or (more typically) a negative convex hull area (concave) after
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retreat has begun (all glaciers except ING, which maintains a more constant

convex hull area and AVA, which increases in convex hull area; (Fig. 4.14).

However, there is quite a bit of variability in the change in terminus sinuos-

ity pre- and post-retreat for these glaciers. KAN, EQI, and KUJ all undergo

switches in convex hull area from positive to negative values and decreases in

terminus sinuosity after retreating, similar to what we observed for SIL. HEL,

the only glacier on the southeast coast in this study, remains highly concave

and low sinuosity (Fig. 4.14). The mean seasonality for all glaciers except for

HEL, UMI, ING, and KUJ are below 100 m (Table 4.3). HEL has the highest

seasonality at 533 m and KNG has the lowest at 30 m.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Correlation between terminus processes and morphology

We compare glacier morphological parameters to environmental forc-

ing parameters in order to deduce the dominant processes acting on glacier

termini as they undergo change over time. From our Hab cluster analysis (Fig.

4.11), we find that the convex hull area may be the strongest indicator of buoy-

ant flexure calving style. This is because negative values of convex hull area

(concave termini) are found only in glaciers that are close to flotation. For

example, we know from past work that RNK calves via full-thickness icebergs

via buoyant flexure (Medrzycka et al.; Fried et al., 2018; Rignot et al., 2015;

Bartholomaus et al., 2016) and we demonstrate this through examination of

map-view Hab (Fig. 4.3), which shows that a relatively large portion of the
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RNK terminus remains below flotation through the observational period. This

is further supported by evidence of a stationary flexure zone in both digital

elevation models for RNK (Figs. 4.3 and 4.15). Previous studies have indi-

cated that the presence of such a flexure zone is highly indicative of calving

via buoyant flexure (James et al., 2014) with the terminus retreating in step-

like fashion when large tabular icebergs calve (Joughin et al., 2008; Wagner

et al.). The terminus of RNK in both its pre and post-retreat phases is char-

acterized by low sinuosity and a highly concave shape (negative convex hull

area). The RNK terminus also undergoes high seasonal variations in position

(>100 m), indicative of large seasonal calving events (Fried et al., 2018). Al-

though there are several subglacial channels located at the terminus, there is

little evidence that localized undercutting at the front has an impact on the

terminus morphology and thus the calving style for this glacier (Fig. 4.7A).

Conversely, we also see that termini with positive convex hull area

(convex termini), which is a strong indicator of glaciers that calve via serac

failure. This is because positive convex hull area values are found on glaciers

with much higher Hab values (they are well-grounded). For example, past work

on KAS reveals that the dominant calving style there is serac failure due to

undercutting of the terminus due to ocean-induced melt (Fried et al., 2018;

Bartholomaus et al., 2016). KAS is also a thin glacier meaning that undercut

parts of the terminus may easily connect with deep surface crevasses close

to the terminus leading to serac failure. The terminus of KAS remains well-

grounded for the entire observational period and thus is incapable of producing
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icebergs that calve due to buoyant flexure. The highest segments of piece-wise

sinuosity for KAS are located where subglacial discharge emerges to produce

sediment plumes visible on the fjord surface (Fig. 4.7D). Higher sinuosity

in these regions is related to increased melt and local undercutting where

subglacial channels emerge (Chauch et al., 2014; Fried et al., 2015; Rignot

et al., 2016b). Despite this, sinuosity appears to be only weakly correlated to

Hab or qm as there are similar values of sinuosity across both of the two clusters

identified. This means that while the convex hull area for a single terminus

trace might successfully predict buoyant conditions producing full-thickness

icebergs, the sinuosity alone might not and the mean sinuosity over a much

longer time period (coupled with the sign of the convex hull area) might be

more predictive of the calving style.

4.4.2 Calving Style Exceptions

Based on the correlation between the morphology and forcing parame-

ters in our cluster analysis and previous knowledge of calving styles for these

glaciers, we propose two clusters that are representative of the two different

calving styles previously identified (Figs. 4.11), 4.12). Cluster 0 is made up

primarily of RNK and SIL post-2010, and we interpret this cluster to be in-

dicative of termini that calve via buoyant flexure. Cluster 1 is made up of

KAS, STR, and SIL pre-2010 and is indicative of glaciers that primarily calve

via serac-failure from melt-induced undercutting. While RNK is primarily

in Cluster 0, there are times when RNK terminus traces fall into Cluster 1
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(slightly more sinuous, and more convex), primarily occurring when RNK was

more advanced than present, possibly grounded on the moraine right in front

of the present-day terminus (Figs. 4.10, 4.9).

Although both KAS and RNK fit neatly into the calving styles de-

scribed above, STR and SIL do not for different reasons. STR is an example

of a glacier that may calve via both styles described above (Chauch et al.,

2014; Todd et al., 2018; Cook et al., 2021), and the morphology supports this

hybrid style. Although the Hab for STR shows that this glacier is consis-

tently grounded over the observational period, previous studies have indicated

that STR may intermittently form a small, ∼200m floating tongue seasonally

when it advances (Rignot et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2012). The growth of the

tongue is likely balanced by submarine melting such that a tongue cannot per-

sist year-round (Todd et al., 2018). The morphology of the STR terminus also

appears to be hybrid between both Cluster 0 and Cluster 1 with the majority

of termini associated with Cluster 1, particularly since 2000. However, STR

has a low sinuosity, similar to that found for Cluster 0 type glaciers. While

small segments of the terminus experience high piece-wise sinuosity in loca-

tions where subglacial channels and sediment plumes emerge (Fig. 4.7C), the

overall sinuosity remains low. STR also has a mean convex hull area that puts

it close to being consistently a straight line however, the northwestern end of

the terminus is where the terminus becomes more concave, similar to Cluster

0 type termini (Fig. 4.7C). The seasonal signal of STR is also low, similar

to other Cluster 1 type termini, possibly because this glacier is quite stably
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situated on its moraine (Morlighem et al., 2016b). As a result of this mor-

phological ambiguity, we define STR as one that may calve via both buoyant

flexure and serac-failure, perhaps at different locations across the terminus.

SIL behaves in a similar manner to Cluster 1 termini in the pre-2010

period, then it switches to being more like Cluster 0 termini post-2010. Ini-

tially, the glacier had a high sinuosity, convex terminus that was grounded

above flotation suggesting that it was primarily calving via serac failure. Af-

ter ∼2010 the glacier experiences an increase in both retreat rate and seasonal

swings in the terminus position and the terminus morphology becomes less

sinuous and more concave. Such conditions are more indicative of Cluster 0,

with termini calving via buoyant flexure. Even when qm is increasing for SIL

during the retreat, we still see lower sinuosity termini and no embayments

associated with subglacial channels in the termini post 2010 (Fig. 4.7B). This

suggests that during retreat, SIL came into contact with deeper portions of

the bed where it could begin to approach flotation and switch in calving styles

to one dominated by full-thickness icebergs created via buoyant flexure.

4.4.3 Extending our Classification to Other Glaciers

Using our cluster analysis, we extend our characterization of calving

styles to the other glaciers where we do not have detailed time series of Hab

or qm. This is done by taking the range of the convex hull area and sinuosity

values for each of Cluster 0 and 1 from all three clustering analyses (Table

4.4) and plotting the additional twelve glaciers within this range to identify
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which cluster they might belong to (Fig. 4.14). Since sinuosity values for both

clusters overlap significantly, we primarily use the convex hull area to define

differences in calving styles for these glaciers. We further assign any convex

hull area values found to be more positive/negative than our observed ranges

to fall into either Cluster 1/0. When we apply the cluster analysis to other

termini, we find a diversity in terminus behavior over time and space. HEL is

almost entirely in Cluster 0, which is expected as it is glacier that is known to

calve via buoyant flexure (James et al., 2014; Murray et al., 2015b; Williams

et al., 2021). Nearly all of the west Greenland glaciers are located primarily

in Cluster 1 (EQI, KAN, AVA, LIL, LIK, KNG, KSS), with a few migrating

into Cluster 0 later in the time series, potentially after a retreat event (KUJ,

PRD, UMI). ING is the only glacier in west Greenland (apart from the original

glaciers RNK and SIL) that remains primarily in Cluster 0 for the majority of

observations. We also find that glaciers that cluster primarily in or migrate to

Cluster 0 have slightly higher seasonality than those in Cluster 1 (Table 4.3).

Glaciers in west Greenland are generally closer to having straight line terminus

traces (convex hull area ∼0 km2) and moderate sinuosity, but most are serac-

failure calving glaciers (Fig. 4.14). This is consistent with the seasonal calving

styles presented in Fried et al. (2018) between 2013-2016, as they found that

most glaciers in this region (other than RNK, SIL, and STR) are likely to calve

seasonally through serac failure in 2013-2017. However, the categorization of

these types of glaciers were limited to seasonal signals and velocities, so they

may also experience a combination of these end-member types. Additionally,
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we see differences in terminus morphology, and thus calving style over time as

many glaciers in this region retreat. This implies that the dominant style of

calving may have been switched as the glacier enters into regions of the fjord

that are overdeepened, promoting flotation.

4.4.4 Shortcomings and Future Directions

Shortcomings in this study are mainly related to limitations in temporal

resolution of the bed topography, data reliability, and the limited number

of glaciers used to develop the clusters. The availability of digital elevation

models is limited prior to ∼2010 in the Arctic due to difficulties related to

detecting elevation changes over snow and ice (Schenk and Csatho, 2012).

Recent work has been undertaken to improve temporal sampling of elevations

through use of improved resolution ASTER digital elevation models, which

are available from 2000-present (Girod et al., 2017-07). In order to improve

the robustness of our cluster analysis, we plan to include additional digital

elevation models from processing ASTER scenes in our study area to increase

the availability of observations of Hab over time. Additionally, there is variable

uncertainly in the modeled bed topography (Morlighem et al., 2017) (see supp.

table 4.5-4.8). Finally, while we find robust classification of calving style for

our four glaciers of interest, calving styles may differ beyond the two types

identified here. Thus, including more glaciers into the cluster analysis will

provide an even more robust mechanism for identifying calving style across a

larger population of glaciers using terminus morphology alone.
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4.5 Conclusions

Here we present a simple methodology for categorizing glaciers by their

morphology to determine calving styles. As it is likely that the relative con-

tributions of calving via the two processes we have identified varies across

and within glaciers, each glacier will not fit perfectly into our proposed end-

member system. However, we provide a way forward to use simple calculations

representing the terminus morphology might be used as a proxy for how the

glacier calving style changes over time and space. Current model parame-

terizations are unable to reproduce frontal ablation processes that occur at

Greenland glaciers (Amaral et al., 2019), possibly as a result of attributing

terminus change entirely to one style of calving over another. Advancements

in 3D models of individual glaciers are able to reproduce variations in calv-

ing styles for single calving events, however these models are computationally

expensive and are therefore not applicable to larger-scale ice sheet modeling

(Astrom et al., 2013; Todd et al., 2018; Benn et al., 2017b).
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ID Name Period Terminus Seasonality Hab

Change (km) (m) (m)

1 RNK Mean -1.20 234 36±7
Pre-retreat 0.15 241 44*
Post-retreat -0.93 231 36± 7

288 SIL Mean -5.19 139 64±15
Pre-retreat 0.21 80 72*
Post-retreat -5.52 165 76±15

284 STR Mean 0.12 96 99±5
291 KAS Mean 0.15 97 95±4

Table 4.1: Statistics for terminus change, seasonality, Hab for bulk, pre- and
post-retreat time epochs for the glaciers in this study. * indicates that only
one digital elevation model was available for that period of time.

ID Name Period Sinuosity Convex Hull Area
Mean STD Mean (km2) STD

1 RNK Mean 1.04 0.05 -2.13 0.93
Pre-retreat 1.08 0.07 -0.84 1.66
Post-retreat 1.04 0.05 -2.23 0.75

288 SIL Mean 1.10 0.08 -1.60 2.63
Pre-retreat 1.13 0.05 2.43 0.41
Post-retreat 1.10 0.09 -2.05 2.37

284 STR Mean 1.06 0.04 0.98 0.71
291 KAS Mean 1.15 0.08 3.43 0.44

Table 4.2: Statistics for sinuosity, convex hull area, and submerged area for
bulk, pre- and post-retreat time epochs for the glaciers in this study.
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ID Name Onset Seasonality
(m)

2 UMI 2001.5 118
3 ING 2002.4 171

280 EQI 1998.6 50
281 KAN 1998.5 71
282 KUJ 1998.4 124
283 AVA 1998.5 33
285 LIL 1998.4 32
286 LIK 1995.5 46
287 KNG 1995 30
289 PRD 1998.5 62
290 KSS 1998.3 52
181 HEL N/A 533

Table 4.3: The TermPicks glacier ID, name abbreviation, and timing of the
onset of retreat from Catania et al. (2018) seasonality values for the additional
tweleve glaciers in this study. See Figure 4.1 for the locations of each glacier.
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Cluster 0 Cluster 1
Mean STD Min Max Mean STD Min Max

Hab Cluster analysis
Convex Hull area (km2) -2.39 0.85 -5.3 -0.93 1.74 1.42 -2.46 3.88

Sinuosity 1.05 0.04 1.02 1.22 1.11 0.07 1.02 1.44
Hab (m) 39 10 17 62 97 7 75 107

qm Clusters analysis
Convex Hull area (km2) -2.33 0.97 -5.85 -0.10 2.26 1.15 -0.36 5.42

Sinuosity 1.05 0.04 1.00 1.55 1.14 0.09 1.00 1.90
qm (m/day) 2.39 0.74 0.39 3.53 1.26 0.48 0.38 3.37

Seasonality Clusters analysis
Convex Hull area (km2) -1.81 1.46 -4.38 3.54 1.66 1.76 -3.01 4.52

Sinuosity 1.07 0.03 1.03 1.17 1.13 0.06 1.02 1.26
Seasonality 257 54 178 380 91 37 30 172

Cluster Means
Convex Hull area (km2) -2.18 1.09 -5.18 0.84 1.89 1.44 -1.94 4.61

Sinuosity 1.06 0.04 1.02 1.31 1.13 0.07 1.01 1.53

Table 4.4: Statistics for clusters 0 and 1 for the analysis of clusters from the
Hab, qm and seasonality k-means cluster analysis. Cluster means are the mean
values for the convex hull area and the sinuosity for all three cluster analyses.
These values are used in figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.1: Locations of the four glaciers used in this study to develop mor-
phological relationships (colors). Teal colored basins correspond to the basins
used to determine runoff from Mankoff et al. (2020a). Locations of the sup-
plemental glaciers (white) used to test the proxy developed in this study.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of how piece-wise sinuosity and convexity are calculated.
a) We compute piece-wise sinuosity for each terminus (red dashed lines) along
1 km segments and then take the mean of all of these to get mean sinuosity.
b) Convex hull area is computed to identify termini that are either convex
(green) or concave (purple).
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Figure 4.3: Map-view of both a selected PGC digital elevation model and the
AeroDEM in 1985 for RNK. Left are hillshade with 4x vertical exaggeration
with elevation data overlain and the right is the Hab for the corresponding
digital elevation model. The pink arrow points to the location of the flexure
zones. The mapped plume locations are represented by the blue heat maps
located on the terminus.
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Figure 4.4: Map-view of both a selected PGC digital elevation model and the
AeroDEM in 1985 for KAS. Left are hillshade with 4x vertical exaggeration
with elevation data overlain and the right is the Hab for the corresponding
digital elevation model. The mapped plume locations are represented by the
blue heat maps located on the terminus.
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Figure 4.5: Map-view of both a selected PGC digital elevation model and the
AeroDEM in 1985 for STR. Left are hillshade with 4x vertical exaggeration
with elevation data overlain and the right is the Hab for the corresponding
digital elevation model. The mapped plume locations are represented by the
blue heat maps located on the terminus.
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Figure 4.6: Map-view of both a selected PGC digital elevation model and the
AeroDEM in 1985 for SIL. Left are hillshade with 4x vertical exaggeration and
the right is the Hab for the corresponding digital elevation model. The pink
arrow points to the location of the flexure zone in 2014. The mapped plume
locations are represented by the blue heat maps located on the terminus.
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Figure 4.7: Map-view changes in sinuosity for every summertime terminus
pick colored by piece-wise sinuosity for glaciers A) RNK, B) SIL, C) STR,
and D) KAS. Blue heat maps on the terminus are occurrences of sediment
plumes that have breached the surface between 1985-2021. The blue lines on
the bed data below the terminus traces is the estimated locations of subglacial
channels calculated using the hydraulic potential. The bed is BedMachineV4.
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Figure 4.8: Seasonality (red lines) compared to terminus change (black line),
parameterized submarine melting (teal line), height above buoyancy (Hab; blue
line) for the four main glaciers used in this study. The Hab value of 50 m reflects
the local ellipsoid height. Thus, values above 50 m are interpreted as grounded
and values below 50 m are interpreted as floating. Seasonality values for each
year are given in red. For glaciers with a retreating terminus, we delineate the
onset of retreat (black vertical dashed lines) and an acceleration in retreat for
SIL (gray vertical dashed line).
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Figure 4.9: Sinuosity (orange lines/dots) compared to terminus change (black
line) parameterized submarine melting (teal line), height above buoyancy (Hab;
blue dots/line) for the four main glaciers used in this study. The Hab value of
50 m reflects the local ellipsoid height. Thus, values above 50 m are interpreted
as grounded and values below 50 m are interpreted as floating. Sinuosity values
for each terminus trace are given as orange dots and the long-term smoothed
sinuosity is provided as the solid orange line. Values closer to/further from
1 represent smooth/crenulated terminus morphologies. For glaciers with a
retreating terminus, we delineate the onset of retreat (black vertical dashed
lines) and an acceleration in retreat for SIL (gray vertical dashed line).
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Figure 4.10: Convex hull area (green lines/dots) compared to terminus change
(black line), parameterized submarine melting (teal line), height above buoy-
ancy (Hab; blue line) for the four main glaciers used in this study. The Hab

value of 50 m reflects the local ellipsoid height. Thus, values above 50 m are
interpreted as grounded and values below 50 m are interpreted as floating.
convex values for each terminus trace are given as green dots and the long-
term smoothed convex is provided as the solid green line. Positive/negative
convex values represent convex/concave terminus morphologies. For glaciers
with a retreating terminus, we delineate the onset of retreat (black vertical
dashed lines) and an acceleration in retreat for SIL (gray vertical dashed line).
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Figure 4.11: Top: 3D Results from the k-means clustering analysis for Hab,
convex hull area, and sinuosity. Top Left: Data points colored by assigned
clusters 0 and 1. Top right: Data points colored by Glacier. Middle: Convex
hull area and sinuosity vs. Hab colorized by clusters assigned from 3D cluster
analysis. Bottom: Terminus change over time colorized by assigned cluster for
each glacier used in this study.
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Figure 4.12: Top: 3D Results from the k-means clustering analysis for qm,
convex hull area, and sinuosity. Top Left: Data points colored by assigned
clusters 0 and 1. Top right: Data points colored by Glacier. Middle: Convex
hull area and sinuosity vs. qm colorized by clusters assigned from 3D cluster
analysis. Bottom: Terminus change over time colorized by assigned cluster for
each glacier used in this study.
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Figure 4.13: Top: 3D Results from the k-means clustering analysis for sea-
sonality, convex hull area, and sinuosity. Top Left: Data points colored by
assigned clusters 0 and 1. Top right: Data points colored by Glacier. Middle:
Convex hull area and sinuosity vs. Hab colorized by clusters assigned from 3D
cluster analysis. Bottom: Terminus change over time colorized by assigned
cluster for each glacier used in this study.
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Figure 4.14: Convex Hull area vs. Sinuosity the supplemental glaciers and
the original four glaciers used in the morphology analysis. The blue/orange
shading are the mean ranges for Convex hull area and Sinuosity for cluster
0/1 determined from from all three cluster analyses. The blue/orange stars
are the mean values for cluster 1/2 from all three cluster analyses(see Table
4.4).
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4.6 Supplemental Materials

Figure 4.15: Select transects (∼1 per year) for RNK Glacier.

Figure 4.16: Select transects (∼1 per year) for STR Glacier.
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Figure 4.17: Select transects (∼1 per year) for SIL Glacier.

Figure 4.18: Select transects (∼1 per year) for KAS Glacier.
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Figure 4.19: Thermal forcing (TF) from Wood et al. (2021a), subglacial dis-
charge from Mankoff et al. (2021), Terminus depth from (Morlighem et al.,
2017), and calculated Qm for RNK glacier.
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Figure 4.20: Thermal forcing (TF) from Wood et al. (2021a), subglacial dis-
charge from Mankoff et al. (2021), Terminus depth from (Morlighem et al.,
2017), and calculated Qm for STR glacier.
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Figure 4.21: Thermal forcing (TF) from Wood et al. (2021a), subglacial dis-
charge from Mankoff et al. (2021), Terminus depth from (Morlighem et al.,
2017), and calculated Qm for SIL glacier.
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Figure 4.22: Thermal forcing (TF) from Wood et al. (2021a), subglacial dis-
charge from Mankoff et al. (2021), Terminus depth from (Morlighem et al.,
2017), and calculated Qm for KAS glacier.
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Figure 4.23: Within Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) for values 1-11 of k for
our k-means clustering of convex hull area, sinuosity, and Hab. A lower value
indicates less variance within each cluster and better clustering of the data.
We used the elbow method to choose our optimal cluster (black dashed line).
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Figure 4.24: Within Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) for values 1-11 of k for
our k-means clustering of convex hull area, sinuosity, and qm. A lower value
indicates less variance within each cluster and better clustering of the data.
We used the elbow method to choose our optimal cluster (black dashed line).
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Figure 4.25: Within Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS) for values 1-11 of k for
our k-means clustering of convex hull area, sinuosity, and seasonality. A lower
value indicates less variance within each cluster and better clustering of the
data. We used the elbow method to choose our optimal cluster (black dashed
line).
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DEM Name DEM Date Median Hab STD Hab Mean Bed Error

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20120713 103001001955A600 103001001A042600 2012-07-13 33 57 40
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20120812 103001001A817700 103001001ABBE100 2012-08-12 33 52 55
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20121017 102001001D504B00 102001001C5FD100 2012-10-17 40 48 61
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130410 1020010020E0A700 10200100210AC200 2013-04-10 34 57 45
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130811 10200100246F0C00 1020010026D4DA00 2013-08-11 34 52 47
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140529 102001002F49A500 102001002D10C500 2014-05-29 30 53 44
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20150507 104001000BAA0C00 104001000BA42700 2015-05-07 40 57 37
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20150513 102001003D230D00 102001003DEBD400 2015-05-13 39 56 42
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160529 103001005723FF00 1030010056D69300 2016-05-29 27 54 39
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20160630 102001004E059E00 102001004F777F00 2016-06-30 31 54 35
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20170225 10400100293C4200 1040010029248200 2017-02-25 46 51 48

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170627 103001006BA77A00 103001006D73DE00 2017-06-27 43 44 65
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180410 103001007B0D4E00 103001007C6AD100 2018-04-10 38 50 49
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180511 103001007D576F00 103001007E30CA00 2018-05-11 22 55 29
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180628 10300100802B6700 103001007F62A600 2018-06-28 41 56 32
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180628 1030010082538300 1030010081462B00 2018-06-28 36 54 38
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180708 103001007FA72500 103001008234BB00 2018-07-08 24 53 37
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180815 10300100835A9400 1030010080988600 2018-08-15 32 53 38
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180922 1030010084D75A00 1030010085722000 2018-09-22 42 53 50

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20190309 103001008C691C00 103001008EB9BB00 2019-03-09 44 52 44
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20190430 104001004B1BBD00 104001004A13B600 2019-04-30 16 52 27
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20190512 104001004CC0E600 104001004B1CFD00 2019-05-12 29 54 29
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20190701 102001008A9F5200 10200100868F5E00 2019-07-01 38 56 35

SETSM s2s041 WV03 20190709 104001004FCBD100 104001004E11EA00 2019-07-09 35 56 31
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20190901 104001004F77E900 104001004FBD6800 2019-09-01 33 52 42
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20191016 103001009B73F700 1030010099D7C100 2019-10-16 48 52 48
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20200226 10400100597B4500 10400100570C0E00 2020-02-26 28 52 40
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20200320 102001009768F900 102001009837F000 2020-03-20 44 52 53

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20200506 10300100A54F6B00 10300100A4B10900 2020-05-06 50 52 41
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20200529 104001005BB5CD00 104001005CB3D000 2020-05-29 43 53 42
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20200620 10300100A7970500 10300100A961B000 2020-06-20 31 51 41
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210228 1040010063D26B00 10400100669CDE00 2021-02-28 39 52 41

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20210405 10300100BC1A8C00 10300100BC5ACE00 2021-04-05 44 53 34
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210507 1040010067101600 1040010068720100 2021-05-07 35 53 39

SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210621 104001006939FD00 104001006A1C8800 2021-06-21 35 53 46
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20210713 10300100C13DB000 10300100C2641200 2021-07-13 38 54 39
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20210801 10200100B4457A00 10200100B45EDD00 2021-08-01 43 54 44
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210923 104001006E360D00 104001006F809600 2021-09-23 39 53 49

AeroDEM 1985 34 55 27
GIMP 2007 25 58 47

Table 4.5: DEMs used for the calculation of Hab for RNK glacier. The median
Hab is the median of all values in the stress-coupling length defined by the
terminus of the glacier in the DEM. The STD is the standard deviation of
the values of Hab within the stress-coupling length. The mean bed error is the
mean of all error values defined in the error map of BedMachineV4 (Morlighem
et al., 2017) within the stress-coupling length.
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DEM Name DEM Date Median Hab STD Hab Mean Bed Error

SETSM s2s041 W1W1 20110410 1020010012ADDC00 1020010013D12000 2011-04-10 91 46 48
SETSM s2s041 W1W2 20110508 1020010012308800 103001000A172900 2011-05-08 85 45 49
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20110617 1020010012BF0700 1020010014E01800 2011-06-17 94 47 47
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20110802 10200100151E5600 1020010015A67800 2011-08-02 100 45 49

SETSM s2s041 WV01 20120422 102001001B98DB00 102001001A22A600 2012-04-22 90 48 45
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20120716 102001001CC9A400 102001001E05D900 2012-07-16 101 46 49
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130318 1020010021C6C800 1020010020362600 2013-03-18 95 49 45
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130415 1020010022209C00 102001002061B000 2013-04-15 98 46 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20130415 103001002260B500 103001002174F900 2013-04-15 97 46 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20130531 1030010023D67900 10300100240CC200 2013-05-31 93 46 44
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20130614 1030010023D78500 1030010023A8A600 2013-06-14 94 51 43
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130702 102001002297C800 1020010022E82000 2013-07-02 100 48 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130722 1020010024DBA200 10200100246C5400 2013-07-22 97 47 46
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20130915 103001002790CB00 1030010026660900 2013-09-15 100 47 49
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20131006 1030010027278600 1030010028656E00 2013-10-06 103 47 49
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140327 102001002C986700 102001002CA57300 2014-03-27 99 47 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140414 103001002F9FC100 103001002F05C100 2014-04-14 100 51 42
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140430 1030010030285E00 103001003030A800 2014-04-30 101 48 46
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140602 1030010032357100 103001003224CC00 2014-06-02 98 49 44
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140608 102001002FD32100 102001002FA41200 2014-06-08 99 50 44
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140626 1020010031EA9100 102001002F0DE800 2014-06-26 104 50 45
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140720 10200100315AFC00 102001003162A700 2014-07-20 103 47 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140811 1020010032A15E00 1020010033BF1A00 2014-08-11 101 45 49
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140828 10300100367DA600 103001003751AE00 2014-08-28 102 46 49
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140923 10300100387A6D00 1030010037B99800 2014-09-23 101 47 46
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20141008 102001003469FB00 1020010032222200 2014-10-08 102 49 46

SETSM s2s041 WV03 20150715 104001000E86DA00 104001000F76DE00 2015-07-15 103 44 48
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20150815 1030010047D4D000 10300100479D5C00 2015-08-15 100 46 48
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160515 10300100565FE600 10300100553A6400 2016-05-15 96 49 43
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20160617 1020010051943500 102001005112B900 2016-06-17 101 48 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160724 10300100591B8100 1030010058A66100 2016-07-24 94 48 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170510 1030010069734100 1030010068246100 2017-05-10 99 44 46

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170612 103001006A5E1800 103001006987C000 2017-06-12 92 49 40
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170714 103001006B93BE00 103001006C0DB500 2017-07-14 106 47 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20170715 10200100632D3400 1020010064E30F00 2017-07-15 104 46 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20170718 102001006248CF00 102001006472D600 2017-07-18 103 45 48
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170815 103001006E79A700 103001006F211800 2017-08-15 107 48 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180703 103001007F06F600 1030010080B93C00 2018-07-03 105 48 46
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180719 103001008002A200 10300100813FFB00 2018-07-19 105 45 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20190524 1020010087C17900 1020010080686000 2019-05-24 94 49 41

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20200520 10300100A6435700 10300100A7A3BC00 2020-05-20 100 48 43
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20210313 10200100A6446C00 10200100A89C3600 2021-03-13 105 46 46

AeroDEM 1985-07-02 99 44 49
GIMP 2007-07-02 96 45 47

Table 4.6: DEMs used for the calculation of Hab for STR glacier. The median
Hab is the median of all values in the stress-coupling length defined by the
terminus of the glacier in the DEM. The STD is the standard deviation of
the values of Hab within the stress-coupling length. The mean bed error is the
mean of all error values defined in the error map of BedMachineV4 (Morlighem
et al., 2017) within the stress-coupling length
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DEM Name DEM Date Median Hab STD Hab Mean Bed Error

SETSM s2s041 WV01 20120422 102001001B98DB00 102001001A22A600 2012-04-22 85 38 54
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20120708 102001001C1FAD00 102001001C673B00 2012-07-08 85 37 52
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140603 10300100320C8F00 10300100326B3200 2014-06-03 76 40 53

SETSM s2s041 WV01 20150630 102001003FDB1300 10200100410CAB00 2015-06-30 49 42 47
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160706 1030010058BBF200 1030010057179E00 2016-07-06 53 44 48
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20170718 102001006248CF00 102001006472D600 2017-07-18 62 44 46
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180719 103001008002A200 10300100813FFB00 2018-07-19 52 40 43
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20180917 1020010078DD9D00 1020010078486E00 2018-09-17 53 39 39
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20190524 1020010087C17900 1020010080686000 2019-05-24 37 43 42
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210312 10400100653C2600 1040010065B14F00 2021-03-12 54 44 36
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20210602 10300100BF179000 10300100BF4D2400 2021-06-02 65 44 36

AeroDEM 1985 75 23 72
GIMP 2007 80 41 85

Table 4.7: DEMs used for the calculation of Hab for SIL glacier. The median
Hab is the median of all values in the stress-coupling length defined by the
terminus of the glacier in the DEM. The STD is the standard deviation of
the values of Hab within the stress-coupling length. The mean bed error is the
mean of all error values defined in the error map of BedMachineV4 (Morlighem
et al., 2017) within the stress-coupling length

DEM Name DEM Date Median Hab STD Hab Mean Bed Error

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20120713 103001001A63A400 103001001A686F00 2012-07-13 92 38 38
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20120831 102001001C999A00 102001001CC47600 2012-08-31 91 37 36
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20130330 10200100209F7100 102001002177FA00 2013-03-30 96 42 39
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20131016 10300100286EF100 1030010028CD9900 2013-10-16 98 40 40
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20140528 103001003241D500 103001003105BD00 2014-05-28 99 45 36
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20140529 102001002F49A500 102001002D10C500 2014-05-29 94 44 36
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20150507 104001000BAA0C00 104001000BA42700 2015-05-07 89 36 37
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20150513 104001000BD5B900 104001000BD16500 2015-05-13 91 46 37
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20150522 1030010042BFD700 103001004219A000 2015-05-22 96 45 38
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160420 103001005499F200 103001005461B600 2016-04-20 98 46 35

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20160602 103001005797AD00 103001005773DF00 2016-06-02 98 44 37
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20160630 102001005011B200 1020010052116700 2016-06-30 96 43 37

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20170627 103001006BA77A00 103001006D73DE00 2017-06-27 98 41 38
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20170703 104001002E17FE00 104001002F875700 2017-07-03 99 41 37
SETSM s2s041 WV02 20180708 103001007FA72500 103001008234BB00 2018-07-08 98 42 36

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20190315 103001008E3CE600 103001008F4EEC00 2019-03-15 97 45 35
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20190512 104001004CC0E600 104001004B1CFD00 2019-05-12 85 26 35
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20200226 10400100597B4500 10400100570C0E00 2020-02-26 98 43 37

SETSM s2s041 WV02 20200823 10300100ABB8CC00 10300100AC0CEB00 2020-08-23 96 39 38
SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210228 1040010063D26B00 10400100669CDE00 2021-02-28 91 32 37

SETSM s2s041 WV03 20210507 1040010067101600 1040010068720100 2021-05-07 92 34 36
SETSM s2s041 WV01 20210801 10200100B4457A00 10200100B45EDD00 2021-08-01 99 40 38

AeroDEM 1985-07-02 87 47 33
GIMP 2007-07-02 91 39 35

Table 4.8: DEMs used for the calculation of Hab for KAS glacier. The median
Hab is the median of all values in the stress-coupling length defined by the
terminus of the glacier in the DEM. The STD is the standard deviation of
the values of Hab within the stress-coupling length. The mean bed error is the
mean of all error values defined in the error map of BedMachineV4 (Morlighem
et al., 2017) within the stress-coupling length.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Synthesis

This dissertation focuses on the importance of observing the terminus

of Greenland glaciers over time and the utility of the remote sensing record for

understanding heterogeneity in terminus change between glaciers. Terminus

trace data will continue to be one of the most extensive and robust records of

glacier change because we have access to daily satellite imagery over the ice

sheet. At the same time, understanding why and how the terminus changes

continues to be a challenging aspect of ice sheet models, with most parame-

terizations unable to capture the complexity of observed terminus change. In

studying how the terminus changes over time compared to external forcing and

internal glacier dynamics, we are able to move toward a better understanding

of marine-terminating glaciers.

Although the importance of the terminus has been well studied in the

literature, historically there was no effort to attempt to synthesize the state

of terminus trace records and then, in turn, use the terminus data itself to

classify glaciers using this extensive record. To this end, I have developed the

largest known compilation of terminus data that has been collated, cleaned,
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and associated with proper metadata for more efficient and practical use by

the scientific community. In fact, this data set has been used as training

data in recent work to identify caving fronts in Greenland using radar imagery

and has improved this model (Zhang et al., 2021). In examining the biases

inherent in the terminus data digitized by hand, we have also presented the

ideal methodology for tracing future termini. I will continue to curate and

update this database to ensure continued usefulness of terminus data for both

scientific and machine learning users.

The TermPicks data set was then used to examine the morphological

variability across bed topographic features where glaciers have experienced

standstills. I find that the bed features at standstills that eventually led to

terminus retreat (termed transient standstills) were smaller, more heteroge-

neous in shape, and less steep than the bed features at persistent standstills.

The heterogeneity in bed feature shape across the width of the fjord, the ini-

tial position of a glacier on the prograde or retrograde side, and the distance

to a local bed peak may determine if a glacier may retreat given a climate

perturbation. Although the sample size of this study is small due to data

limitations, this study highlights the need for more high-resolution surveys of

the glacier terminus region, particularly at persistent termini, to capture the

complex geometries of bed features at standstills.

Finally, I use the distinctive morphology of glacier termini in map-

view to categorize glaciers into different calving styles based on previous work

(Chauch et al., 2014; Fried et al., 2018; van Dongen et al., 2021). I find that
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the convexity/concavity and the sinuosity of a glacier terminus are highly

indicative of the flotation conditions and, therefore, its tendency to calve via

buoyant flexure. This allows me to cluster glaciers with smooth, concave

termini such as buoyant flexure-type glaciers and sinuous, convex termini as

those that calve via serac failure related to melt-induced undercutting. I also

find that some glaciers defy categorization into each of these end members and

may switch calving styles over time, as reflected in the terminus morphology

over time. This work highlights the usefulness of terminus observations in

determining calving styles so that we may improve parameterizations of calving

in ice sheet models.

Future work

Future work will be carried out to improve the robustness of our mor-

phology proxy to develop a decision tree-type parameterization of calving laws

for ice sheet models. A significant improvement to our study will be the in-

clusion of additional elevation data for the calculation of Hab for additional

glaciers. The University of Texas Glaciology group has begun to process

ASTER digital elevation models in our study area, which will increase the

data available to determine flotation conditions. Furthermore, we know that

glaciers undergo a seasonal cycle of advance and retreat, and these short-term

changes can impact glacier mass loss in the long term (Moon and Joughin,

2008; Howat et al., 2010; Fried et al., 2018). Therefore, I also plan to per-

form a morphology analysis that compares short-term changes in morphology
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(subannually) with both parameterized submarine melt and flotation, as I did

in Chapter 4. For this study, we will include analysis of the presence of ice

melange (Amundson et al., 2010), the presence of subglacial plumes from au-

tomated mapping (McGrath et al., 2010; Tedstone and Arnold , 2012), and the

improved routing of subglacial melt water (Jenkins , 2011; Jackson et al., 2019;

Slater et al., 2022; Fried et al., 2015) as these are known drivers of seasonal

terminus melt, advance, and retreat (Fried et al., 2018).

In Chapter 3, I have shown that the across- and along-fjord variation in

bed geometry can impart changes in the morphology of termini and how those

termini dynamically adjust over time. 3-D modeling of lateral heterogeneity

in bed conditions can help confirm the impact of subglacial topography on

calving style. Observations of Humboldt glacier, a large marine-terminating

glacier in North Greenland, have shown that the calving style can vary across

the terminus (Carr et al., 2015). Furthermore, calving through buoyancy and

melt-induced undercutting can arise from variations in buoyancy and undercut

melting in 3-D simulations of a marine terminal glacier (Benn et al., 2017b),

however, the effect of lateral differences in bed topography on calving style has

not been shown in models. Therefore, varying the lateral bed topography in

simulations using HiDEM (Helsinki Discrete Element Model) and Elmer/Ice

(continuum model) similar to those undertaken by Benn et al. (2017b) will

further confirm the control of the bed topography in calving styles laterally

along a terminus.
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